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Abstract—Due to the rapid development of wireless access
technologies and smart terminals, mobile data traffic is continu-
ously increasing, which is expected to lead to an explosive growth
of data in heterogeneous networks especially cellular networks.
It is significant for network operators to expand the capacity of
cellular networks to avoid congestion and overload so as to guar-
antee users’ satisfaction. Given that contemporary terminals are
capable of both WiFi and cellular networks, WiFi offloading is
envisioned as a promising solution to utilize the various benefits
of WiFi and cellular networks to migrate traffic from cellular
networks to WiFi networks. This paper surveys the state-of-the-
art progress in the field of WiFi offloading. After discussing
the requirements from the emerging 5G technology regarding
the coexistence of WiFi and cellular networks, selecting and
switching schemes are presented. The bandwidth and capacity
of WiFi networks are usually excellent, whereas the coverage
and energy efficiency may be unacceptable. We elaborate on sev-
eral existing solutions of WiFi offloading schemes and discuss
how the parameters of several kinds of heterogeneous networks
affect the offloading decision. We also illustrate how multiple net-
works cooperate in heterogeneous networks in order to balance
the offloading performance. We classify current various incen-
tives of WiFi offloading into five categories: 1) capacity; 2) cost;
3) energy; 4) rate; and 5) continuity. Improving the capacity
is the basic incentive, which can be further classified in terms
of delay techniques. From operators’ and users’ perspectives,
we also investigate various state-of-the-art incentives of WiFi
offloading such as minimizing cost, saving energy consumption,
and improving rate. Furthermore, WiFi offloading schemes that
attempt to enhance continuity to deal with frequent disruption
problems are further investigated, especially for vehicular scenar-
ios. Finally, future research directions and challenges for WiFi
offloading strategies are presented in various incentives of WiFi
offloading.

Index Terms—WiFi, WiFi offloading, heterogeneous network,
offloading incentive, network selection, vehicular data offloading.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE data traffic is rapidly increasing at an unprece-
dented rate with the proliferation of smart devises,

which is known as the explosion of data traffic. Due to the
development of wireless access technologies, cellular net-
works are capable of transmitting data traffic at high rates.
Applications and traffic are gradually migrated from traditional
Internet to wireless networks for the convenience of mobility
without being concerned with transmitting rates. Researchers
from Cisco announced that global mobile traffic grew 74% in
2016 [1]. Furthermore, Cisco predicts that the monthly global
mobile data traffic will surpass 30.6 exabytes by 2020. In fact,
as Cisco predicts, not only an increasing number of smart
phones and tablets but also the emerging machine to machine
(M2M) modules will contribute to the explosion of data traffic.
The increase in mobile data traffic will be mostly generated
by smart phones, while over two-thirds of the total traffic will
be video and audio data.

To address the explosion of mobile data traffic, one solu-
tion is to upgrade existing networks to the next generation
networks. Another solution is to increase the number of base
stations and make the cell smaller to increase the capacity
of cellular networks. The trouble is, these solutions require
a huge value of capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operation
expense (OPEX). There is still a hypothetical solution leverag-
ing usage-based price plan, but it constrains data usage. This
constraint does not conform to the future flat structure that is
independent of usage. It is foreseeable that future networks
are heterogeneous in nature [2].

Nevertheless, it is practical to use existing radio access tech-
nologies (RATs) to steer data traffic in heterogeneous networks
from a comprehensive perspective. A scenario of coexistence
in heterogeneous networks is shown in Fig. 1, where user
equipment (UE) is capable of accessing various RATs. It
is very interesting for the industry and academia to offload
the data traffic from a cellular network to femtocells [3],
WiFi, and more recently device-to-device opportunistic net-
works [4], which are referred to as mobile data offloading.
Given that WiFi access points (APs) are currently widely
deployed by operators and residents, WiFi offloading is envi-
sioned as a promising solution to utilize the various benefits of
WiFi and cellular networks. In fact, WiFi offloading has been
increasingly deployed by a large number of mobile network
operators (e.g., Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Vodafone) [5].
Thus, we limit the scope of this survey to WiFi offloading in
particular.
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF INCENTIVES

Fig. 1. To meet data explosion from UEs in heterogeneous networks, WiFi
offloading migrates partial data traffic to WiFi access networks to allevi-
ate congestion of cellular access networks. Offloading data to Femtocells is
another way.

However, some problems need to be addressed for WiFi
offloading. First, an appropriate scheduling scheme in the
heterogeneous network is needed. It should be capable of man-
aging its radio accessing and allow UE to select the access
network with the best performance in terms of various practical
requirements. The key is to utilize various factors to determine
specific network for UE, achieving the best performance in
terms of various incentives. This is related to some issues such
as network selection scheme (NSS), and cooperative man-
agement in heterogeneous networks. Second, with different
incentives of augmenting WiFi offloading schemes, the main
challenges and methods may be quite different. Striving to
improve one performance of an incentive may damage other
performance of another incentive. For example, if there is an
incentive to improve capacity to offload mobile data traffic to
WiFi APs as far as possible [6], WiFi network congestion can
occur and in turn can reduce cellular operators’ revenue. Thus,
the key challenge to augmenting WiFi offloading is to find out
the essential factors that can be well utilized to achieve differ-
ent tradeoffs between various performance metrics, according
to different incentives.

For the convenience of our readers, we illustrate a typical
trade-off. Delayed offloading scheme allocates some delay-
tolerant data traffic to WiFi access networks, while allocating
real-time data traffic to cellular networks. However, it is
apparently not a wise choice to extend the delay to improve
capacity without any limits. To ensure service quality, delay
must be constrained by some mechanisms so that the delay
does not exceed the limit of user’s tolerance. The key is to
make a tradeoff between delay and capacity. Some researchers
attempt to obtain the tradeoff from experimental measure-
ments, and others formulate the WiFi offload problem into
an optimization problem. Similarly, some tradeoff problems
may occur when we attempt to save cost for cellular oper-
ators, or save energy for UEs, etc. Thus, it is very wise
to distinguish WiFi offloading according to different incen-
tives for WiFi offloading to well investigate WiFi offloading
schemes.

A. Motivation

To end chaotic state and avoid confusion, we attempt to
present a guidance to help researchers quickly find their
interested directions on WiFi offloading. We classify the state-
of-the-art in this field into five categories, considering what
they want to mainly improve and address. We call the metric
of this classification as incentive as shown in Table I. These
categories consist of capacity, cost, energy, rate, and continu-
ity. That is because that the factors between which we need
to trade off are quite different for different incentives. In fact,
the key to augmenting WiFi offloading schemes for different
incentives is usually to optimize the tradeoff strategies. For
example, to save energy consumption for users, the factors
between which we need to trade off include capacity, energy
consumption, and quality of service, etc.

As introduced above, capacity is the most basic incentive
of WiFi offloading to meet the explosion of data traffic. In
detail, the incentive of improving capacity will be further
classified into two subcategories: amount of the total mobile
data traffic being offloaded, and the throughput per user (of
LTE network/ heterogeneous network). Those subcategories
are determined by the incentive from operators’ or users’ per-
spective. Furthermore, we will discuss this basic offloading
incentive along with the main technique (delayed offloading).
For non-delayed offloading, a key problem is to enhance the
network selection mechanism to achieve the best capacity from
a comprehensive perspective. For delayed offloading, a key
problem is to make a tradeoff between delay and capacity.

Similarly, from operators’ and users’ perspectives, we will
investigate more offloading schemes according to the incen-
tives of cost, energy and rate. WiFi offloading schemes,
according to the incentive of cost, make its best to save cost
for cellular operators and/or users. A typical problem is the
tradeoff between cost, delay, and capacity. The methods may
be experimental measurements, analytical model, and develop-
ment of smart algorithms. The incentive of energy is referred
to utilizing various methods for saving energy consumption
for cellular operators and/or users. A typical problem is to
utilize empirical or theoretical analysis to investigate the trade-
off between energy consumption, capacity, and congestion. In
this survey, we comprehensively utilize the concept of rate
to describe the performance of average completion time of
demanded data transmissions in WiFi offloading. It can deter-
mine the quality of services (QoS) directly. In fact, several
factors jointly contribute to practical rate such as information
transmission rate of a radio access network, switching delay,
practical load condition, and congestion.

Moreover, we will identify a very important incentive
referred to continuity and extend the common mobile scenario
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to vehicular scenarios. WiFi offloading scheme usually makes
UEs switch radio access network frequently. This may incur
disruptions to ongoing communication, damaging users’ satis-
faction significantly. What is worse, high dynamic of mobile
communication environments and fluctuating wireless chan-
nels will incur frequent disruptions to ongoing communication,
especially for vehicular scenarios. Thus, it is very impor-
tant to investigate how to alleviate disruptions or maintain
continuous communications. Overall, we will investigate var-
ious offloading schemes with one incentive after another,
presenting their challenges, advantages, limitations, and fur-
ther directions. We believe that prior surveys which cover
more or less the same topic do not have the same depth
as provided in this paper. For example, Aijaz et al. [7]
well distinguished users’ perspective from operators’ point of
view and introduced the status of commercial deployment,
but their developed techniques just focused on the evalua-
tion metric of offloading efficiency. More details regarding
network selection mechanisms, delayed techniques and other
incentives such as cost and energy are not discussed. In
addition, Rebecchi et al. [8] summarized non-delayed and
delayed strategies and also distinguished terminal-to-terminal
techniques from AP-based offloading. However, the incen-
tives of the offloading techniques in [8] were not clear
while we classify these incentives into five categories. More
detailed techniques including cost reduction, energy saving
and other emerging techniques (i.e., context-aware offload-
ing, real-time switching, and vehicular offloading) have not
been discussed. Thus, our proposed work has a compre-
hensive classification of WiFi offloading that is different
from [7] and [8].

B. Main Contributions

In this survey, we propose a comprehensive guide in the field
of WiFi offloading techniques. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to classify state-of-the-art WiFi offload-
ing schemes—-combing WiFi offloading techniques with the
incentives of WiFi offloading. More specifically, our main
contributions are as follows.

1) Presenting a New WiFi Offloading Classification: To
help researchers quickly find a specific study incentive
in their forthcoming research work in this area, we first
classify the incentives of WiFi offloading into five cate-
gories: capacity, cost, energy, rate, and continuity. Then,
we investigate WiFi offloading techniques in terms of
each incentive of WiFi offloading. That is, we combine
the incentives of WiFi offloading with WiFi offloading
techniques. Then we also present their combination char-
acteristics, respectively. We especially investigate the
most popular techniques such as delayed offloading, and
non-delayed offloading.

2) Extending Pedestrian Scenarios to Vehicular
Applications: We extend pedestrian scenarios to
vehicular applications to meet the incentive of service
continuity. After presenting a detailed description of
the Drive-thru Internet and related promising protocol
issues, we analyze how to deal with the challenges

TABLE II
GLOSSARY

/ /

/ /

including energy efficiency, connection establishment
delays, and frequent disconnections. To specify the
potentials of vehicular offloading, we give some
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recent advances regarding opportunistic offloading via
multi-hop networks.

3) Pointing Out Potential Research Directions: To point
out the potential approaches to improve the performance
of WiFi offloading, we propose ideas for future direc-
tions in the area, along with incentives. After we discuss
the state-of-the-art trials and results of some experi-
ments, we present detailed comparisons and summarize
the characteristics of key technologies for those poten-
tial approaches. Finally, we summarize open issues,
future research directions, and emerging ideas related
to WiFi offloading from organizations in three tables,
respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
related issues in heterogeneous networks are investigated,
especially the NSS. Section III provides an overview of
delayed/non-delayed offloading strategies within the basic
incentive of improving capacity. In Section IV, we consider
there incentives that can stimulate both users and operators
to offload traffic to WiFi, namely cost saving, energy con-
sumption and rate. In Section V, further incentive of continuity
is considered to address frequent disruptions and continuous
communications. Moreover, Section VI extends the incentive
of continuity to vehicular scenarios. Future research directions
and challenges are presented in Section VII. In Section VIII,
we finally provide the conclusion of this survey. The acronyms
are listed in Table II.

II. RELATED ISSUES IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

An increasing number of cellular networks and wireless
local area network (WLAN) coexist widely, while current
mobile devices are capable of accessing both WiFi and cellular
networks. To make full use of multiple networks, it is signifi-
cant to schedule licensed and unlicensed bands well and help
the UE integrate its radio resources appropriately. Therefore,
the problem regarding the coexistence of WiFi and cellular
networks has recently attracted the most attention.

A. Requirements of Coexistence from 5G Wireless Systems

Unlike the previous four generations, high data rate is not
the only main feature of 5G. In fact, 5G will show more new
characteristics such as lower cost, lower latency, and lower
energy consumption compared to previous generations [9]. In
addition, ultra densification and high heterogeneity will be
essential features of future mobile communication systems.
Moreover, unlike traditional cellular communication systems
such as LTE macro cell networks, 5G will utilize every air
interface such as WiFi and femtocell so as to ensure high QoS
and guarantee that users can experience ubiquitous, seamless,
inclusive wireless services [10].

Future mobile communication networks should be ubiq-
uitous, heterogeneous and IP-based, thus 5G systems are
expected to solve such problems. 5G systems will be con-
verged while integration of different RATs must be imple-
mented [11]. In other words, 5G must not only support the
new 5G standard but also be compatible with the previous

cellular networks, WiFi and device-to-device (D2D) com-
munications [12]. For that, 5G systems must support D2D
communications with the rapid development of the Internet
of Things (IoT). The challenge for D2D communication is to
provide direct communication, low power, low rate but always
online connections [13].

To address the requirements from the 5G systems, an
increasing number of research work has been under way. As
for reducing the latency to reach the magnitude of 1 ms, there
are two main emerging trends which are called cloud-based
technologies. The first one is network function virtualiza-
tion (NFV) while the second is software defined network-
ing (SDN). As for improving the data rates, in addition to
MIMO and Millimeter Wave (mmWave) solutions, another
popular method is to improve densification to utilize spec-
trum efficiently per unit area. There are two main methods for
high densification. The first is to deploy more base stations,
which makes cells shrink to smaller sizes. The challenge in
using this method is the increase of the CAPEX and OPEX,
which makes this method limited and cannot go far enough.
The second method is to utilize multiple RATs in an appro-
priate way, which leads to heterogeneous wireless networks
and coexistence of multiple RATs. However, the first chal-
lenge is how to determine the suitable RAT and the best base
station or AP that the user should access. The next challenge
is to support continuity and avoid interruptions in switching
progress between heterogeneous wireless networks. The third
challenge is how to offload data from cellular networks to
WiFi and/or other RATs efficiently. The fourth challenge is
the coordination and the management of multiple networks,
while the self-organization between heterogeneous networks
is a promising way. The last challenge is to support high
mobility between heterogeneous wireless networks without
damaging the users’ experience. These challenges regarding
switching and offloading in heterogeneous networks will be
discussed later.

B. Network Selection Scheme

No single network radio access technology can simultane-
ously provide low cost, low energy consumption, low latency,
high bandwidth and high throughput data services to a large
number of mobile users. Network selection on the mobile ter-
minal is proposed to make a decision and switch wireless
interfaces in heterogeneous networks, and such a decision
mechanism can be initiated by smart terminals or wireless
systems according to the status of these interfaces.

1) Factors in Network Selections: A NSS allows a UE to
select the optimal access network from a heterogeneous net-
work including a WiFi network and a cellular network. There
are different options and algorithms to choose the best RAT
between different networks, but not the same factors are of
concern. In order to determine the best RAT, the traditional
consideration is Received Signal Strength (RSS), while the
data rate and congestion is ignored. In general, the considera-
tions also include signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR),
the instantaneous load, user’s preference, etc. As shown in
Table III, there are three kinds of factors that NSS may
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TABLE III
CONSIDERATIONS FOR NSS

take into consideration, including the conditions of the ter-
minals, the channel conditions, and the network performance
of multiple wireless systems.

A selection algorithm for network-cooperation-based radio
access technology has been proposed in [14], where the RAT
algorithm utilizes suitability to make the best choice between
WiFi and high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA). It is
a potential approach to provide gain by assigning the user
terminal to the optimal network based on the communication
type and the network load.

2) Handover Strategy: The vertical handover (VHO) is
a key method to optimize the utilization of radio resources
between different wireless access networks. The traditional
handover based on RSS is suitable for horizontal han-
dover (HHO), but is not suitable for making a VHO decision.
Thus, many research attempts explored utilizing the character-
istics of heterogeneous wireless networks. The work in [15]
shows that VHO based on SINR has a higher through-
put for terminal and network compared to RSS-based VHO.
Considering different factors with a cost function, the policy-
enabled VHO algorithm was presented in [16]. As an enhanced
algorithm, a multi-criteria VHO algorithm was presented
in [17]. A VHO algorithm considering the bandwidth and RSS
as the key factors was presented in [18]. The shortcomings of
these algorithms are that they may cause ping-pong effect if
a tradeoff between different performance metrics is not con-
sidered. Moreover, in order to select a best access network,
further investigation is needed to avoid switching to the net-
work with bad performance and eliminate the ping-pong effect
in the case of coexistence of LTE and WiFi networks.

In order to execute the network selection and allow it to
reach its best performance, it is potential to utilize a cost
function which provides flexibility in selecting decisions so
as to balance the different factors. In fact, a cost function can
be considered as a sub-module of VHO. It focuses on seam-
less handover that can improve energy efficiency of mobile
devices. A selection scheme based on the cost function is a
flexible algorithm since relevant factors can be considered to
make a tradeoff. Few researchers utilize 802.21 media inde-
pendent information service (MIIS) which records available
networks and parameters to provide additional information.
This will allow devices to retrieve information regarding dif-
ferent access networks and establish a net map. For each
available access network, such additional information is crit-
ical to the handover procedure. Simulations in [19] show
that it selected the optimal network compared to the con-
ventional trigger mechanism. The switching is triggered at

an appropriate time in order to enhance the connectivity. In
addition, this solution optimizes the energy consumption of
multi-radio devices significantly. It is able to enhance conti-
nuity of ongoing sessions and support seamless handoff in this
intelligent algorithm. However, some mobile devices may not
support MIIS, and further local optimization approaches are
needed to save scanning energy consumption. It is extremely
important to explore novel motion detection schemes, such
as algorithm utilizing the parameters collected from vehicles’
accelerators.

3) Access Network Selection Algorithms: In order to help
UEs discover non-cellular wireless access networks in their
vicinity, 3GPP has specified handover algorithms for the
access network discovery and selection function (ANDSF) to
control the handover operations between 3GPP and non-3GPP
networks [22], [23]. The main function of ANDSF is to detect
the available access networks in the proximity based on current
geographical information collected from UEs. ANDSF is also
responsible for managing the available access network by pri-
oritizing them based on operators’ policies. It is a server-based
solution and provides UE with a prioritized list of non-3GPP
wireless access networks based on predefined policies when
the UE requests ANDSF information from the ANDSF server.
So, the UE should provide its location information or cell ID
before sending any requests to the server. ANDSF is deployed
in evolved packet core (EPC) by operators. Thus, a UE has
to establish the connection to EPC through 3GPP access net-
works to infer whether any non-3GPP access networks, such
as WiFi, in the vicinity are available or not.

Previous research shows that the load controlling of WiFi
offloading could be well achieved by setting the signal strength
threshold and the network distance threshold appropriately. In
fact, as far as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) threshold is
concerned, ANDSF model is classified into different schemes
according to different thresholds which can be set to 0 or
a fixed value based on the network condition. As shown in
Table IV, several ANDSF schemes based on different SNR
thresholds are compared. In algorithm 1, by setting the SNR
threshold SNRmin to 0, offloading is initiated when a WiFi
access network is detected, which is on-the-pot offloading. In
algorithm 2, SNR1

min(load1
i ) indicates the way to set the value

of SNR1
min in an implementation, where SNR1

min denotes the
minimum SNR value of WiFi access network 1 for offload-
ing received by one user i. SNR1

min(load1
i ) is a function of

load1
i which represents the load of WiFi network 1. Further,

these parameters should be set according to the following pol-
icy: SNR1

min increases with load1
i , while load1

i increases with
loadsystem so as to balance the load of heterogeneous networks,
where loadsystem denotes the actual load of the hybrid sys-
tem. In a balanced mechanism, loadsystem will be maintained
below Csystem. As for the result of algorithm 2, the equa-
tion accessi = WiFi indicates that UE i is bound to select
WiFi 1 to offload when the SNR1

i of WiFi network 1 with
the best SNR received by UE i equals or exceeds the SNR1

min
of WiFi 1 network. In a nutshell, these parameters of algo-
rithm 2 should be set according to the principle that the WiFi
network with low load is more likely to offload mobile data
traffic.
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TABLE IV
FUNCTIONS AND CONDITIONS OF FIVE ALGORITHMS

In algorithm 3, WiFi APs are discovered if they are located
in the region of UE’s current macro cell ID, then AP 1 with
the strongest SNR1

i received by UE i will be selected. In algo-
rithm 4, WiFi APs are discovered if they are located close
enough to UE i within the distance threshold Dthr, then AP 1
with the strongest SNR1

i received by UE i will be selected.
In algorithm 5, AP 1 is selected if it meets the conditions
of algorithm 3 and algorithm 4. It is noteworthy that algo-
rithm 3, algorithm 4, and algorithm 5 have an adjustable
parameter LTE ISD (LTE Inter Site Distance) which represents
the distance between two BSs [24]. In fact, the performance
of LTE networks is determined by LTE ISD on average. In
other words, the smaller the LTE ISD, the higher the bit rate
LTE offers than that of the WiFi on average, the fewer users
will choose the WiFi offloading. The larger the LTE ISD, the
smaller the bit rate LTE offers than that of WiFi on average,
the more users will use WiFi offloading. Thus, the smaller the
LTE ISD, the smaller the effect of WLAN on users, which
means that a user can keep a high bit rate and throughput no
matter Dthr or SNR is small or large in terms of algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 shows its advantage when LTE ISD is fairly large.
In fact, in algorithms 3, 4, and 5, considering the effect of
LTE ISD is realized by setting Dthr appropriately that repre-
sents the discovery distance threshold of the LTE network. The
policy is that both the values of Dthr and SNRmin vary with
the actual value of LTE ISD in the implementation.

Overall, whether the mobile traffic is offloaded to a WiFi
network or not is determined by the value of the SNRmin in
terms of WiFi access networks and the value of Dthr in terms
of LTE access networks. The higher the SNRmin, the higher
the offloading condition is, the fewer users will offload the
mobile traffic to the WiFi. In detail, algorithm 1 is the best
algorithm when the quality of the WiFi system is high, which
is the minimum condition of WiFi offloading that encourages
as more users as possible to migrate their traffic. On the con-
trary, the higher the load of WiFi 1 (load1

i ), the higher the
value of SNRmin, the higher the condition of WiFi offload-
ing will be, the fewer the users will offload their traffic. In
addition, the smaller the Dthr is set, the fewer the users that
will offload their traffic to the WiFi networks. Ultimately,
whether a UE offload its traffic is determined by the simul-
taneous performance of the WiFi networks and the LTE
networks.

Access selection mechanism is able to guide users to make
use of both 3GPP and non-3GPP radio resources. As the
capacity of the multi-access system is larger than the capacity
of a single cellular access system, these algorithms are capa-
ble of helping operators increase capacity and bit rate of the
total network significantly. The goal of ANDSF is to increase
the bit rate, therefore the network selection decisions must take
two factors into account that include signal quality and system
load. The 3GPP only allows selecting the mechanism with the
current priority, which means that the highest priority network
should be selected. In fact, this priority selection mechanism is
actually not the best for heterogeneous wireless networks. For
example, this mechanism does not consider the real-time per-
formance of the network. Moving devices are prone to losing
the signal because of buildings or other obstructions which
generate damage and attenuation to a radio signal. Current
solutions are to make devices connect to the WiFi with the
highest signal strength possible. In other words, offloading
is initiated when the maximum value of SNR of available
WiFi networks matches the condition: SNR > SNRmin. Setting
SNRmin is essential that SNRmin must be set on the basis of the
quality of the signal and load of the system. The future chal-
lenge is to provide WLANs with the ability of load analysis
and mission control in order to ensure that an overload will not
occur in a WLAN network. Actually, other propagation condi-
tions also contribute to SNRmin and further investigations are
needed to survey the different values of SNRmin within differ-
ent LTE ISD. Moreover, further research is needed to extend
the scenario to multiple users by taking interferences between
multiple users into considerations, adopting SINR instead of
SNR.

However, in order to infer the decision based on informa-
tion collected from users, ANDSF may lead to unnecessary
scanning on UE while the energy efficiency may decrease.
A promising approach is to avoid scanning of WiFi access
networks and UE connections unless it is stationary since
offloading is not efficient for UEs with high mobility. To probe
the motion state of UEs and turn on their WiFi interfaces auto-
matically when they are stationary, Kim et al. [25] proposed
a novel user high-level motion detection approach, and evalu-
ation showed that unnecessary scanning significantly reduces
the energy consumption compared to the Android WiFi con-
nection manager that utilizes periodic scanning. Furthermore,
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Hagos and Kapitza [24] argue that the probability of hotspots
can also affect the propagation conditions and the system load.
However, further research is needed to enhance the energy
efficiency on UE with mobility to prolong the battery life of
mobile devices, such as prediction schemes based on historical
information, geographical information and statistical data.

Huang et al. [26] developed the first empirically derived
comprehensive power model of a commercial LTE network.
They used real traces of users and found that the power effi-
ciency of LTE networks is one twenty-third of that of WiFi
networks. Thus, to investigate the handovermechanism between
WiFi networks is significantly needed for energy savings. It
is notable that a significant amount of energy will be con-
sumed during scanning. Doppler et al. [27] proposed a novel
light-scanning assistance combined with ANDSF to limit the
amount of scannings during the period when the UEs are not
moving. In this model, the ANDSF server provides UEs with
not only the number of accessible APs but also the channel
knowledge (5 GHz band/US TV WS band). This informa-
tion can well help the UE select the scan mechanism (passive
scanning/active scanning). More specifically, the UE chooses
passive scanning if the number of identifiers of APs exceeds
55 and chooses active scanning otherwise. Evaluation results
show that the energy consumption quickly drops with higher AP
density. The energy consumption also reduces when channels
are only scanned and the UE moves over 5 meters. However,
this model does not provide UEs with up-to-date knowledge
about the channels and just assumes that the UE knows the
existing profile. The up-to-date knowledge will increase the
complexity of the ANDSF server. Hence, further work is still
needed to investigate its performance in a real scenario.

C. Cooperative and Management

In addition to network selection and discovery schemes, it is
vital to enhance the offloading scheme by scheduling its multi-
ple networks in a better way such as cellular-network-assisted
cooperation. To achieve cooperation between multiple net-
works, a popular way, namely “the master/solution” presented
in [28] is to utilize the cellular network as the always-
connected access network to control switching while other
access networks are utilized to offload traffic by opportunis-
tic routing. However, it takes a lot of expenditures for the
master/solution to control multiple networks completely. In
addition, intentional networking was proposed in [29] to pro-
vide hints to the system in order to select the optimal wireless
interface. Those approaches utilize cellular networks as their
masters in multiple RAT networks.

In the recent literature, cooperation between networks is
commonly achieved by cooperative radio resource manage-
ment (CRRM) as shown in Fig. 2. Traditional local radio
resource management (LRRM) is suitable for homogeneous
wireless networks, but it is not able to support the management
between heterogeneous networks. CRRM was proposed to
allocate UEs to the optimal interface in heterogeneous wireless
networks by managing radio resource utilization appropriately,
which is a crucial way to improve capacity. In general, the
aim of CRRM is to improve the utilization efficiency of radio

Fig. 2. Cooperation achieved by coordinated radio resource management. In
an evolved packet core net, CRRM entity is installed in the existing module
P-GW, while the LRRM is integrated into the existing module MME or ePDG.
In fact, as the location of CRRM is of concern, the scenario in the figure is
kind of a centralized algorithm.

TABLE V
CRRM ALGORITHMS CLASSIFICATION

resources, enhance user’s satisfactions, and increase operator’s
profit. It allows mobile devices to communicate across sev-
eral networks directly based on a cross-system information,
responding to the UEs specific requirements. In fact, many
enhanced offloading schemes are based on the cooperation
between licensed and unlicensed bands, and further details are
discussed in the next section. The need of CRRM for the next
generation wireless networks was discussed in [30], and dif-
ferent approaches for the distribution of LRRM and CRRM
entities were also compared.

There are three modules in a typical architecture of CRRM,
and the first one is responsible for collecting user-specific
information. The second is to handle the information in accor-
dance with the specific requirements of UE, and the third is to
initiate a new switch based on load balancing conditions and
status. Some scholars have conducted simulations of service
model based on load adaptive delay constraints. Evaluations
in [2] provided that the proposed CRRM performs well on
the radio resource management in the heterogeneous wireless
networks. This process utilized a protocol based on adaptive
RAT to support cooperation between WiFi and cellular net-
works. This work discovered the optimal load threshold to
maximize the total throughput of cooperation between two
kinds of networks.
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As shown in Table V, many CRRM algorithms can be
categorized into centralized algorithms [31] and distributed
algorithms [32]. In a centralized CRRM algorithm, CRRM
entity is deployed in the core network as shown in Fig. 2. The
CRRM entity is deployed within UEs in a distributed CRRM
algorithm. The centralized algorithm considers the system pol-
icy well but cannot guarantee user’s QoS requirements. The
distributed algorithm considers the user’s preference but it does
not consider the system status and policy well. The distributed
algorithm outperforms the centralized algorithm in terms of
dynamic radio resource control. The Distributed CRRM allows
users to select the best interface and improve their satis-
faction. Another benefit of distributed CRRM is that there
is no need to change the existing infrastructure for cellular
network operators. However, it is promising that a hybrid
RAT selection algorithm that utilizes the network to assist
distributed devices in making a decision by providing infor-
mation and policies so as to select the most efficient RAT.
Mihovska et al. [33] presented various architectures of CRRM
and provided several kinds of algorithms and requirements for
wireless interfaces. In order to support user’s mobility and fast
decision of switching, they proposed a novel radio resource
management (RRM) framework for an IMT-Advanced sce-
nario by network-controlled policy mechanism, and combined
centralized and distributed RRM. In this framework, the con-
trolling functions are established in the core net. In fact, IEEE
P1900.4 Protocol was proposed in [34] to support this hybrid
cooperation, and more details were presented in [35]. However,
further investigations are needed to optimize and evaluate the
intelligent hybrid CRRM approach in different scenarios.

To evaluate the performance of CRRM, Tolli et al. [36]
studied the benefits for both real-time and non-real-time traffic
by relatively simple Matlab simulations in terms of load bal-
ancing and capacity. They demonstrated that a slight increase
of capacity can be achieved in terms of multimedia service,
while a significant improvement of interactive capacity can be
achieved by CRRM. Based on the results, they argued that
CRRM was most important for interactive and streaming con-
nections with high bit rates. However, no delays are assumed in
their simulations, which needs further practical considerations.

III. BASIC INCENTIVE WITH IMPROVING CAPACITY

To address the data explosion and enhance network capac-
ity, a significant method in the heterogeneous network is
WiFi offloading. Given that there is already a widespread
deployment of WiFi networks, WiFi offloading might be the
most practical method, in contrast to other methods such as
femtocell. As shown in Table VI, the differences between WiFi
offloading and femtocell offloading are provided. According to
whether WiFi offloading scheme defers the data traffic to WiFi
networks, current offloading schemes are classified into two
basic classes: Non-delayed offloading and Delayed offloading.
This is the most typical method of classifying. Almost all the
recent offloading schemes can be seen as extensions to these
two basic offloading schemes.

Actually, there are other methods for classifying accord-
ing to different metrics as shown in Fig. 3. First, according

TABLE VI
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WIFI OFFLOADING

AND FEMTOCELL OFFLOADING

Fig. 3. Current WiFi offloading schemes can be classified into different
categories according to different metrics.

to the incentive, offloading schemes can be classified into
five categories: Capacity-centric, Cost-centric, Energy-centric,
Rate-centric, and Continuity-centric. Second, according to
the control mechanism, offloading schemes can be clas-
sified into two categories: cellular-network-assisted and
non-cellular-network-assisted offloading. Third, offloading
schemes can also be classified into two categories: infras-
tructure WiFi offloading and WiFi Direct offloading, accord-
ing to whether the offloading paths are based on infras-
tructure WiFi or WiFi direct. Last, offloading can be fur-
ther classified into two types: prediction-based offloading
and non-prediction-offloading, according to the modeling
method. In short, whether WiFi offloading scheme defers
the data traffic to WiFi networks is the basic method of
classification.

Regardless of non-delayed offloading and delayed offload-
ing, traditional WiFi offloading schemes are devised to achieve
a better performance of capacity. Many studies exploit vari-
ous methods to measure and evaluate the performance of WiFi
offloading schemes with the metric of capacity. Furthermore,
capacity can be further classified into two subcategories:
amount of the total mobile data traffic being offloaded and
the throughput per user (of LTE network/ heterogeneous net-
work). It is notable that the performance metric of the amount
of the total mobile data traffic can be further specified by the
concept of offloading efficiency [37] or offloading ratio [41].
Offloading efficiency is defined as the ratio of the amount of
offloaded data to the total amount of data. A detailed clas-
sification is given in Table VII, considering the incentive of
improving capacity.
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TABLE VII
TRADITIONAL OFFLOADING ACCORDING TO THE BASIC INCENTIVE OF ENHANCING CAPACITY

A. Classification Considering Delay Technology

1) Non-Delayed Offloading: Current smart-phone plat-
forms have offered the simplest offloading mechanism: on-
the-spot offloading. This scheme is based on WiFi first
algorithm where users connect to a WiFi access network when-
ever WiFi coverage is available [40]. Then UEs shift their data
traffic to a WiFi network. In other words, UEs offload their
data traffic only if the received signal strength of WiFi access
is non-zero, otherwise they use cellular networks to transfer
the data traffic. This offloading scheme uses the network selec-
tion algorithm based on RSS. The key is to evaluate the RSS
and to model the propagation path loss of different RATs. In
fact, International Telecommunication Union (ITU) presents
guidance to model LTE propagation [56] and WiFi propaga-
tion [57]. Hu et al. took account of building height in their
propagation path loss modeling [58]. Inspired from this work,
Thiagarajah et al. performed a 3D simulation of the coverage
of the LTE base stations and WiFi AP nodes, considering the
actual building height [44]. They use the easiest selection algo-
rithm “WiFi First” by the client based on RSS, as a kind of
NSS. This simulation indicates that around 50% of the users
are offloaded to WiFi, while the total capacity usage of LTE
networks can be only reduced by 2.75%. On the other hand,
the average capacity experienced by the LTE users increased
by nearly 100%.

Nevertheless, on-the-spot offloading is still the simplest
offloading mechanism as a non-delayed offloading scheme.
It shows many limitations and needs to be developed into
a smarter mechanism. First, in view of the practical density
of WiFi AP nodes, on-the-spot offloading is only suitable
for urban areas. Second, it takes no account of the char-
acteristics between delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant appli-
cation data traffic. Third, it does not take into account the
best portion of traffic being offloaded for different appli-
cation data. Fourth, it does not consider the instantaneous
network conditions or historical information related to wire-
less access networks. Finally, the access network selec-
tion algorithm needs to be more smart and takes more
information into account. Thus, more efforts to exploit
different technologies to augment non-delayed offloading
scheme are needed.

2) Delayed WiFi Offloading: Note that many applications
suffer transfer delays without significantly damaging the func-
tionality of these services, cellular traffic can be offloaded to
WiFi when users are willing to delay their traffic. The reason
lies in that the WiFi network may not be in range anywhere.
So, waiting to connect to a WiFi network will cause a WiFi
offloading delay. These tolerant data traffic that can be delayed
may include movies and software downloads. A mobile device
can upload or download data when it is in the range of WiFi
networks but there is a pre-set time deadline for users to wait.
In other words, UEs switch to a cellular network to transfer
data when the delay is larger than the deadline.

It is notable that WiFi offloading delay is appropriate for
a scenario where the density of WiFi deployment is con-
siderably low and the continuous data links between mobile
nodes and services via WiFi networks are usually interrupted
when users move away from the range of the current WiFi
access to another one. In addition, bulk data is particularly
suitable for delayed WiFi offloading as far as bandwidth,
energy and cost are concerned [59]. It is worth pointing out
that some current applications on smart-phone platforms are
a subclass of delayed offloading schemes. In fact, delayed
offloading is relatively new to current smart-phone platforms,
in contrast to on-the-spot offloading which is prevalent in
smart-phone platforms. In addition, the concept of Delay
Tolerant Networking (DTN) is close to delayed offloading.
DTN can be deployed by operators to transfer bulk data via the
WiFi network path across the Internet rather than the cellular
network path since WiFi offloading is economically beneficial
for both users and operators.

Delayed offloading has already attracted many focus
of researchers to evaluate the WiFi offloading efficiency.
Lee et al. conducted a quantitative study on the performance of
WiFi offloading by experimental analysis of metropolitan areas
in South Korea [53]. They used an iPhone application that can
track WiFi connectivity and recruited 97 users to collect data
during a period of about two weeks. They used a whole-day
statistics and trace-driven simulation to measure the efficiency
of two offloading schemes. For the on-the-spot offloading, this
study indicates that WiFi can offload about 65% of the total
cellular data traffic without any delay. However, substantial
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TABLE VIII
OFFLOADING EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY SAVING IN SIMULATION [53]

gains in the amount of the total offloading traffic can be
achieved when they use the delayed offloading with setting
the delay deadline fairly larger than tens of minutes. In more
detail, as shown in Table VIII, the achievable gain over on-
the-spot offloading is less than only 2%–3% with 100-s delays
because of long interconnection times. Moreover, the achiev-
able gain over on-the-spot offloading can be beyond 29% with
a deadline of one hour and longer. The average completion
time of data transfers is shorter than their deadlines. In addition
to offloading efficiency, this study also indicates that on-the-
spot offloading can achieve about 55% energy saving without
any delay. The delayed offloading can achieve 3% energy
saving gain over on-the-spot offloading with 100 seconds
deadline, and achieve 20% energy saving gain over on-the-
spot offloading with one hour deadline. In fact, for this study,
they focused on the uplink scenarios, and further efforts are
needed to extend it to downlink cases.

Nevertheless, it is not well investigated in the literature in
terms of figuring out the expected amount of data that can
be offloaded under various conditions by analytical models.
Various conditions may include WiFi data rates and residence
time of wireless access networks. Suh et al. developed an ana-
lytical model on offloading efficiency for on-the-spot WiFi
offloading and delayed WiFi offloading [37], in contrast to the
experimental analysis discussed in [53]. This is the first analyt-
ical study on the relationship between the amount of data that
can be offloaded and various environments. It demonstrates
that delayed offloading can improve the WiFi offloading effi-
ciency of non-delayed offloading by 179-198%, 234-296%,
and 319-489% when the deadline is 10%, 20%, and 40% of
the average WiFi residence time, respectively. Moreover, it
also reveals how the temporal coverage of WiFi networks, the
average data rate of WiFi APs, and the average session dura-
tion affect the WiFi offloading efficiency. However, further
work is needed to trade off between the delay deadline and
the amount, taking account of users’ satisfaction.

B. Basic Incentive of Improving Capacity

In addition to efforts focusing on evaluating WiFi offloading
efficiency, an increasing number of attempts exploit differ-
ent technologies to augment offloading schemes and improve
capacity for non-delayed offloading and delayed offloading.
As shown in Table VII, the incentive of improving capacity
can be classified into two subcategories: the amount of the
total mobile data traffic being offloaded and the throughput
per user (of LTE network/ heterogeneous network). In fact,
this classification is determined from the perspective of the
operator or user. To the best of our knowledge, this table is the
most comprehensive classification considering the incentive of
improving capacity in the literature.

1) Non-Delayed Offloading: [38]–[50].
a) For total amount: To improve the total amount of

data being offloaded, Kou et al. [38] proposed an offloading
algorithm deployed in mobile integration gateway (MIG). This
algorithm is a kind of NSS and is based on the channel quality.
Malandrino et al. [39] proposed a dynamic offloading scheme.
In this scheme, cellular operators utilize a policy server to cap-
ture the user behaviour and refine the current policy if needed.
The policy is actually a developed network selection scheme
based on ANDSF, as specified in 3GPP R12 [60]. This work
was a first attempt to exploit existing 3GPP standards for
offloading strategies to augmenting WiFi offloading scheme
and investigate offloading efficiency.

In addition, Bulut and Szymanski [41] focused on the prob-
lem of WiFi AP deployment for efficient offloading. They
analyzed a large scale real user mobility traces and proposed
a deployment algorithm of WiFi AP in a metropolitan area.
They proposed to deploy the APs to the location with the
highest density of user data access request. They also find
the optimal deployment by formulating the problem as an
Inter Linear Programming problem [61], solving it using the
IBM ILOG CPLEX software package [62]. Simulation results
demonstrate that this algorithm can achieve higher efficiency
than that of previous works. However, it does take into account
more information such as the size of data traffic and band-
width. Oliveria and Carneiro [42] took into account mobile
users’ context and content, such as their trajectories, scenario
interactions, and traffic demands. They leverage the restriction
imposed by transportation modes to capture users’ content.
This work employs a realistic traffic model to provide its
higher offloading ratio than the current approach in the lit-
erature. Further work is needed to investigate the impact of
changes on the mobility.

b) For throughput per user: To improve the through-
put per user, there were some previous attempts to focus on
network selection schemes to augmenting WiFi offloading.
Thiagarajah et al. leveraged the easiest selection algorithm
“WiFi First” by client based on RSS, where “WiFi First” is
close to the idea of “On-the-spot” offloading. They performed
simulation on the basis of LTE propagation model, WiFi prop-
agation model, and building-contour height modeling. Hagos
and Kapitza [24] proposed an optimized SNR-threshold-based
handover solution as an extension to 3GPP standard for
ANDSF framework [22], [23] for WiFi offloading. However,
ANDSF is a client-based scheme that does not take into
account the energy consumption of scanning. To avoid unnec-
essary WiFi scanning and connections, Kim et al. [25] pro-
posed a novel ANDSF-assisted WiFi control method based
on the user’s motion state, such as walking, driving, and sta-
tionary. It requires the operator to deploy an ANDSF server
to interact with users, performing an automatic WiFi control
mechanism. It is notable that this control mechanism requires
users to establish a cellular network connection to transmit
ANDSF information in advance.

To ensure the throughput per user, Kim et al. [46] inves-
tigated how many WiFi APs are needed with a proper
number of users per WiFi AP, subjective to limitations of
CAPEX/OPEX. They propose an analytical model on average
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per-user WiFi throughput. Then they set the target value of this
model so as to find the minimum required number of WiFi APs
in a heterogeneous network, solving it within an optimization
problem. However, it does not consider any information to
capture the differences between different areas. Further work
is needed to investigate how spatial and historical statics affect
the minimum required number of WiFi APs, considering users’
trajectories and frequency of data access requests.

To investigate the per-user throughput analytically,
Garcia et al. [48] proposed a very simple analytical model
to calculate the per-user throughput on the uplink and
downlink. Extensive real-world measurement campaigns
indicate that this model can successfully match actual results.
It can assist cellular system engineers in predicting the
offloading potential. To maximize the per-user throughput in
a heterogeneous network, Jung et al. [47] proposed a novel
network-assisted WiFi offloading model. This model collects
network information, such as the number of users in WiFi
network and their traffic load. They solve the model as a
maximization problem to achieve the maximum per-user
throughput, inferring the specific portion of traffic should be
offloaded for users. Then users are required to offload their
traffic with the probability of the specific portion’s value.
However, this work does not take into account the differ-
ence of voice and data services. Roy and Karandikar [49]
investigated how to maximize the per-user throughput by
formulating this problem as an incentive function, considering
a constraint on the voice blocking probability. In addition,
Shoukry et al. [50] proposed a novel approach that prefetches
multimedia content to users before requesting to ease conges-
tion. This proactive scheduling framework is developed by
formulating the scheduling problem with a stochastic model
for the user behavior processes of interest to maximize the
cached throughput.

2) Delayed WiFi Offloading: [51]–[55].
a) For total amount: To take into account the users’ sat-

isfaction, a tradeoff between the offloading amount and the
delay is needed for the offloading scheme. Cheng et al. [51]
presented an analytical relation between the offloading effec-
tiveness and the average service delay. The average service
delay is defined as the average time the data services can
be deferred for WiFi availability. They established a queue-
ing model and mobility model in a vehicular environment
to avoid a longer delay than the expected service delay.
Simulation results validate their analysis and indicate the rela-
tionship between offloading effectiveness and average service
delay. However, this work only uses the infrastructure WiFi
access networks without considering the continuity problem.
A planned deployment of WiFi AP may help augmenting WiFi
offloading performance.

Actually, WiFi networks may show poor availabil-
ity and low throughput in practical metropolitan areas.
Balasubramanian et al. conducted a joint offloading system
called Wiffler to overcome the poor performance [52]. For
delay tolerant applications, Wiffler utilizes a WiFi connectiv-
ity prediction model to defer application data on WiFi (delayed
offloading). The completing time for the delayed offload-
ing is limited to a threshold. Otherwise, Wiffler transfers

the application data on cellular networks. For delay sensi-
tive application, Wiffler utilizes a fast switching technology to
quickly switch to a cellular network when WiFi is unavailable
(on-the-spot offloading). Thus, Wiffler is a developed integra-
tion of on-the-spot offloading and delayed offloading. This
study shows that Wiffler can significantly reduce the load of
cellular networks due to delayed offloading. In more detail,
WiFi can offload 10%–30% of the total cellular data traffic
without any delay. Moreover, WiFi can offload 45% of the total
cellular data traffic for a 60 second delay tolerance. However,
these results are based on the traces from transit buses or
war-driving, which might incur frequent disconnects. It can
not account for the practical scenarios in users’ normal daily
lives. Lee et al. [53] performed the first trace-driven simulation
using the acquired whole-day traces in South Korea. It indi-
cates delayed offloading with 100 seconds delay can achieve
only 2%–3% additional gains over on-the-spot offloading, in
contrast to the work in [52]. Furthermore, simulation results
show that their work can be used to predict the average per-
formance of offloading for a given WiFi deployment condition
with about 10% margin error.

To associate users with delayed traffic in a nearby offloading
zone, Mohamed et al. [54] proposed a network-based adaptive
scheme for offloading zone association. This scheme aims to
maximize the total offloading amount. A novel network-based
online algorithm is proposed to select the optimal offloading
zone for a user with delayed traffic, as an enhanced ANDSF
for delayed offloading. They present a cloud cooperated het-
erogeneous network to control the delayed offloading process
in a centralized manner, where the offloading zones and the
cellular BS are linked to the centralized radio access net-
work (C-RAN). Simulation shows that it can outperform the
traditional ANDSF for delayed offloading in terms of tradeoff
between the total offloading amount and the delay.

b) For throughput per user: To investigate how long a
user should wait for the offloading and how much data should
be offloaded, Zhang and Yeo [55] proposed a utility function
to quantify the tradeoff between the offloaded volume and
the QoS. This utility function takes into account four param-
eters: the average offloaded volume during the delay period
t, the size of the requested content, the maximum delay tol-
erance of the user with respect to the requested content, and
the satisfaction function. They use a contact-sequence enu-
meration and semi-Markov model to predict the average data
volume offloaded during a future period. Then they translate
the tradeoff problem into finding the optimal delay bound that
maximizes the utility function, achieving the best tradeoff.
This work can help users determine the optimal handing-back
time when users stop waiting for WiFi offloading. Further
work is needed to take into account more information such as
content type, users’ mobility, and deployment of WiFi APs.

IV. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO INCENTIVE:
COST, ENERGY, AND RATE

To offer a guidance for the future study, the state-of-the-
art on WiFi offloading in the literature categories into four
subcategories: cost, energy, rate, and continuity, according
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TABLE IX
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO THREE INCENTIVES

to different incentives. These different incentives are also
illustrated in Fig. 3 (Section III). Unlike the capacity men-
tioned above, cost, energy and rate are regarded as particular
incentives that are investigated to stimulate operators and
users to accept WiFi offloading. Detailed classification accord-
ing to three incentives (cost, energy, and rate) are shown in
Table IX. In addition, classification according to continuity
will be further discussed in the next section.

A. Cost

Note that the high potential of WiFi offloading may not
make it accepted or adopted by both the users and cellular
network operators. If users do not benefit from the offloading
scheme, they may not be willing to defer their traffic to WiFi
since they can transmit traffic instantly by cellular networks.
On the other hand, the operators have to invest a lot to deploy
WiFi APs in a heterogeneous network. WiFi offloading will be
well accepted and deployed in the heterogeneous network if
WiFi offloading is economically beneficial for both the oper-
ators and users. Thus, it is necessary to investigate how the
operators and users can benefit from WiFi offloading.

1) Operators’ Perspective: In order to increase the capac-
ity of cellular networks and deal with the demand of traffic
from users, operators should not just deploy more and more
base stations to increase the capacity since this will increase
the CAPEX and OPEX of operators. Moreover, it is neces-
sary to avoid that the reduction of the cost of deployment
and maintenance of base stations outweighs their revenues.
Thus, a compromise must be made to achieve the tradeoff
between the WiFi and the cellular networks. To study how
much economics benefits can be generated due to delayed
offloading, Lee et al. [71] modeled the interaction between a
single provider and users based on two-stage sequential game.
They quantify the benefits of delayed WiFi offloading in var-
ious aspects by conducting trace-driven numerical analysis.
They use two traces, each of which tells us the information
on cellular data usage and WiFi connectivity. This work shows
that the increase ranges from 21% to 152% in the providers’
revenue, and from 73% to 319% in the users’ surplus.

Joe-Wong et al. [69] used empirical data to realistically
study operators’ saving from offloading. They propose a utility
function and solve the revenue maximization problem, but we
feel that more numerical investigations are needed. In addi-
tion to the operators’ own WiFi APs, cellular operators may
lease the third party wireless access point as a supplementary
approach. To study the economic interaction between cellular
network BSs and third-party WiFi or femtocell APs, Gao et al.
considered a market-based solution, where macrocellular BSs
pay APs for offloading traffic [70]. They use a non-cooperative
game theory to figure out two factors: the amount of data being
offloaded for each AP, and the payment given to each AP.
In their proposed game, the BS proposes market prices, and
accordingly the AP responds with the amount of data traf-
fic it is willing to offload. They compare their outcome with
two other classic market outcomes: outcomes of perfect com-
petition market (no price participation), and outcomes of
monopoly market (no price competition). They further analyze
the impact of price participation and competition on the mar-
ket outcome, shedding light to different aspects. Nevertheless,
an interesting direction is to study the offloading market under
incomplete information, such as what Iosifidis et al. [63] did. It
has been proved to incur minimum communications overhead.

Thus, previous attempts provide that WiFi offloading can
significantly benefit cellular operators [53]. However, in order
to encourage users to offload their traffic to WiFi networks,
cellular operators should give discounts or rebates to stimulate
users to use the delay tolerance. For the benefit of operators,
the incentive mechanism has to ensure that the total rebate
to users is minimal. In fact, a novel incentive framework was
proposed as a tradeoff between operators and users, which
is called the Win-Coupon [64], [65]. It weighs the amount
of traffic being offloaded and QoS. Note that the QoS varies
in line with the different delay tolerance. The extent of the
potential tolerant delay and the capability of offloading are
taken into account, and both of them together determine the
priority of the users to offload. The principle is that users with
the ability to tolerate higher latency and greater potential of
offloading should be given a higher priority.
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Fig. 4. Cost for Operators: The main idea of bids collection. Win-Coupon
utilizes the bids collection module to infer users’ delay tolerance [64].

Fig. 5. Cost for Operators: Win-Coupon: the incentive framework for
operators.

For the benefit of operator, to achieve the minimum incen-
tive cost offered to users, the key is to take into account two
factors: the delay tolerance and offloading potential of the
users. First, in order to collect user’s information regarding
delay tolerance, an incentive framework based on reverse auc-
tions [104] is adopted in the Win-Coupon. It proposes the
reverse-auction scheme to stimulate users to offload their traf-
fic. In other words, users auction their tolerant time of delay to
cellular network operators in order to obtain the discount from
operators, which is called coupon. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4,
operators act as buyers and leverage coupons to pay for users’
bids. Second, the evaluation on how much traffic the potential
users can offload is based on two aspects. One is the size of
the traffic required and the second is the probability of that
a user passes by WiFi hotspots. Thus, to evaluate offloading
potential of the users accurately, two different models for DTN
and Infrastructure WiFi are considered.

As shown in Fig. 5, the main idea of Win-Coupon as an
incentive framework is presented. To predict the delay toler-
ance, the users’ bids information including the time that the
users are willing to wait and coupon required by the users are
collected to evaluate the tolerance. On the other hand, to pre-
dict the offloading potential, prediction models are classified
into two cases including Infrastructure WiFi case and DTN
case. Different users’ information is collected to predict the

offloading potential, respectively. In the allocation step, both
the delay tolerance and the offloading potential are utilized to
select the winners from the bidders. Then, in the pricing steps,
operators determine the coupons they will offer to the winners.
In the response step, the offered coupon and assigned delay
will be sent back to bidders as a response.

In the Infrastructure WiFi case, users’ mobility patterns and
the geographical distribution of hotspots are used to predict
the potential of offloading with Semi Markov models. In the
DTN case (opportunistic peer-to-peer case), the random anal-
ysis based on access and mobile-based approaches are used
to predict the potential of offloading. Then, as shown in the
auction box in Fig. 5, the cellular network providers select the
winners from the bidders to execute the allocation algorithm,
along with the delay tolerance inferred by bids collection.
Actually, the allocation problem is to determine the optimal
solution which minimizes the total incentive cost, given an
offloading target.

Although simulation results show that the nice efficiency
and practical use of this framework within current prediction
models, none of a single case can well support hybrid and
complex scenarios. The hybrid framework in which the DTN
case is well integrated with infrastructure WiFi case needs
further research. In addition, a joint prediction model is needed
to support the hybrid framework. Moreover, more advanced
prefetching and caching schemes remain unclear.

2) Users’ Perspective: In order to make it possible for
users to make a tradeoff between cost, throughput quality
and delay tradeoffs for different applications, Im et al. devel-
oped a system for cost-aware offloading: Adaptive bandwidth
Management through User-Empowerment (AMUSE) mecha-
nism [77]. This mechanism is a user-side WiFi offloading
system. It is notable that users may not be willing to tell how
long they can wait for traffic offloading for every applica-
tion every time. The target of this mechanism is to provide
users with an automated WiFi offloading decision which can
intelligently offload data traffic on the basis of the preference
settings made by users beforehand. This mechanism utilizes
a utility maximization algorithm to take into account a users’
throughput-delay tradeoff and a cellular budget constraint. A
concrete measure of user’s tradeoffs is used to mathematically
formulate the user’s offloading decision problem. The measure
utilizes the utility function Uj(p, t, r, s) to denote the utility of
application j ∈ J in period i, given that the day is divided
into several discrete periods of time. Thus, the expression of
the utility function takes into account four parameters: p (the
per-volume price of the cellular network), t (the amount of
time the session is deferred), r (the bandwidth speed at which
the session is completed), s (the size of the session). So the
incentive is to maximize the sum of the expected utility from
WiFi and cellular networks.

The key of the bandwidth optimizer is to decide how long
different applications should wait for WiFi in line with ses-
sions usage prediction and WiFi access prediction as shown in
Fig. 6. This mechanism is mainly realised by two main compo-
nents: the bandwidth optimizer and the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) rate controller. The bandwidth optimizer is
devised to make offloading decisions for the user by enforcing
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Fig. 6. The main idea of AMUSE mechanism [77].

a utility maximization algorithm. The bandwidth optimizer
consists of three components: the Future Usage Predictor,
the WiFi Connectivity Predictor and the utility maximization
algorithm. The Future Usage Predictor utilizes previous infor-
mation to calculate the size sj(k) of each application type
j ∈ J′s usage in each period k. The WiFi Connectivity Predictor
utilizes a second-order Markov chain for the location predic-
tion, which has been shown to be highly accurate [105]. Thus,
the probabilities of WiFi accesses pk+2

l (lklk+1) for a user at
location l ∈ Lk+2 during period k + 2 can be predicted, given
his locations lk in period k and lk+1 in period k + 1. Based
on the results of the Future Usage Predictor and the WiFi
Connectivity Predictor, the utility algorithm can calculate the
expected utility of waiting for WiFi. The TCP rate controller
on UEs is devised to enforce the cellular bandwidth allocations
for those applications automatically along with the offloading
decisions made by the bandwidth optimizer. To update the pre-
diction modules, the application level session tracker is used
to measure the actual usage for each application. Moreover,
the measures of the actual usage for each application are dis-
played on the User Interface (UI) of UEs, thus users can set
the rate of each application accordingly.

Researchers prototyped an AMUSE system on windows 7
tablet with this idea and evaluated the performance of the
bandwidth optimizer in AMUSE. In the implementation, the
Windows Filtering Platform (WFP) is used to track the appli-
cation usage, and a user-side TCP rate controller algorithm is
implemented. In this evaluation, the performance of AMUSE
is compared to two main traditional offloading algorithms:
on-the-spot offloading and delayed offloading. The amount of
traffic offloaded is larger with AMUSE than it is with on-the-
spot on average. This is because AMUSE allows delay-tolerant
sessions to wait for WiFi accesses. On the other hand, the
amount of spending is smaller with AMUSE than it is with

Fig. 7. AMUSE: it trades off between reducing users’ spending by offload-
ing delay-tolerant traffic and completing some non delay tolerant sessions
immediately [72], [77].

on-the-spot offloading. The relationship between those three
mechanisms can be well derived from Fig. 7. Moreover, in
view of utility value calculated from the evaluation, AMUSE
shows the best performance due to the utility maximization
algorithm. So, it has a good performance in terms of the trade-
off between users’ cost and the time the sessions are deferred.
In general, unlike previous work related to delayed WiFi
offloading, AMUSE provides the user-side TCP rate control
algorithm. One of AMUSE’s contributions is the automated
mechanism, in contrast to some commercial applications that
require users to manually specify the desired rate. However,
it requires users to utilize computers to assist in managing
offloading. What is more, it does not take into account the
energy saving for UEs.

Further work is still needed to investigate how users can
obtain profits from WiFi offloading. Lee et al. [72] pro-
posed a mobile tethering-based cooperative network which
can make users obtain certain profits when users participate
in this network. This cooperative network allows each user’s
data demand to be allocated to others, minimizing the total
cellular traffic cost. Lee et al. model the cost problem, and
maximize the total utility function of all participated users
to determine the tethering price. Their simulation shows the
reduction of total cellular traffic cost and finds the optimal teth-
ering prices with different traffic demands. In addition, cache
and prefetch mechanism are also interesting methods to min-
imize users’ cost. El Chamie et al. [78] considered a scenario
where users can download popular content from WiFi-enable
caches deployed in an urban area. To figure out what con-
tents should be put in each cache, El Chamie et al. make an
attempt to find the optimal distribution of contents and pro-
pose two different cache coordination algorithms to achieve
geographic fairness. They take into account content’s popu-
larity in different geographic places. Thus the average cost
per requested content is minimized by an optimal replication
and placement of content in caches. Nevertheless, investigat-
ing the effect of traffic dynamicity in their algorithms is still
an interesting direction.
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3) Summary: Previous studies did not show how much eco-
nomic gain the provider and users can obtain, Lee et al. [71]
quantified the economic gain of delayed offloading by fully
considering interaction between mobile network operators
and subscribers. This method’s disadvantage in this study is
that only the upper-bound of the benefits was given, and
realistic scenarios between multiple providers and misinfor-
mation of user profiles are not solved yet. The Win-Coupon
approach [64], [65] provided a novel incentive framework
to motivate users to leverage their delay tolerance for cel-
lular traffic offloading. This approach can effectively capture
the dynamic characteristics of users’ delay tolerance within
reverse auction. Also, The Win-Coupon approach well guaran-
teed truthfulness, individual rationality, and low computational
complexity. However, the realistic scenario is a hybrid case
and Win-Coupon’s framework operating in this hybrid case is
unclear.

The AMUSE approach [77] well navigated the tradeoff
between cost, throughput and delay when users’ offloading
decisions are made. However, this approach did not well
address instantaneous variation of network conditions and also
did not support cooperative network and prefetch mechanism.
Lee et al. [72] well considered the poor coverage of current
WiFi networks by a tethering-based cooperative approach, but
the impact of computation complexity on implementation is
unclear. El Chamie et al. [78] presented the first study to
explore the problem of unfairness that might result from con-
tent placement for prefetch mechanism. However, the effect of
traffic dynamicity and the way of traffic dynamicity interact-
ing with the developed algorithms are not presented. Prefetch
mechanism can significantly reduce users’ cost, but it requires
operators’ support. Overall, future directions regarding cost
are to enhance all the existing mechanisms within seamless
experience and concurrent connections.

B. Energy

With the popularity of the idea of energy saving, green com-
munication has attracted more attention in the last few years.
This is also important for WiFi offloading schemes. It is nec-
essary to investigate how energy consumption can be saved
in heterogeneous network for operators. On the other hand,
users may be willing to accept WiFi offloading when they can
increase the service time by saving the energy consumed on
mobile devices. In order to decrease the energy consumption
from operators’ and users’ perspectives, many analyses and
experiments have been conducted to study the energy saving
for WiFi offloading in various scenarios.

1) Operators’ Perspective: To offload data traffic from tra-
ditional cellular networks, operators usually deploy more small
cell BSs consisting of picocell BSs, femto-BS, and WiFi APs.
However, deploying small cell BSs requires backhaul net-
works which connect the small cell BSs and the mobile core
networks. This may neutralize the energy efficiency. Thus, cel-
lular operators can lease the WiFi APs deployed by the third
party such as Internet Service Providers (ISP). Paris et al. [79]
proposed a new and open market to allow cellular opera-
tors lease the third party WiFi access network. To select the

cheapest APs and offloading the maximum amount of traf-
fic, they formulate the offloading problem as a reverse auction
between each AP owner and cellular operator. They showed
that a lot of energy consumption can be reduced by the oppor-
tunistic utilization of third party WiFi APs. The energy and
spectrum efficiency can be enhanced because APs deployed
by ISP are usually closer to users. Han and Ansari [80] pro-
posed a novel mobile traffic offloading scheme referred to as
energy spectrum trading (EST). They investigate extra band-
width allocations to WiFi APs and users-BSs associations to
minimize the energy consumption of BSs. In fact, it is diffi-
cult to minimize the energy consumption of the macro BSs to
achieve optimal traffic offloading. They make an attempt and
propose a heuristic power consumption minimization (HPCM)
algorithm to approximate the optimal solution with low com-
putation complexity. Their simulation showed that at least half
of the energy consumption can be saved.

Cellular operators can also leverage already existing WiFi
mesh networks to establish cellular-to-mesh (C2M) data
offloading. The mesh networks are built and managed col-
laboratively by users. Cellular can lease these networks to
reduce investment and energy consumptions. Considering
the energy consumption on the cellular network BSs,
Apostolaras et al. [81] proposed an analytical framework to
determine which users should be offloaded. They simulate the
operation of the LTE-A network and conduct testbed experi-
ments for the mesh network, proving that significant energy
savings can be achieved.

Note that, other than being offloaded to the WiFi network,
the traffic can be offloaded from the cellular network to fem-
tocells that are purchased and deployed by users, which can
relieve the load of the cellular network without any extra
cost to operators and can also save energy consumption on
base stations. On the other hand, the cellular systems may
have a large path loss and unnecessary energy consump-
tion when some UEs are indoor. Thus, it is necessary for
operators to utilize emerging access networks in an efficient
and collaborative manner to determine which wireless access
network the traffic should be offloaded to. The integrated
femtocell-WiFi network [106] is a choice for integrating mul-
tiple advantages of two networks. The scheme can migrate
traffic from the cellular network to the WiFi network and
reduce the load so as to avoid congestion. On the other
hand, this algorithm can reduce energy expenditure for oper-
ators. The target is to utilize WiFi and femtocell to reduce
energy consumption of the cellular networks. This can be
done by switching down the unused base stations intelligently.
However, it is crucial to deploy those radio accesses suc-
cessfully under a mixed spectrum of unlicensed and licensed
bands. AlQahtani proposed a new cognitive-based connection-
level admission control scheme [107], which is done with
access retrial for a femtocell network. AlQahtani utilized the
retrial phenomenon policy to reduce femtocell users’ loss
probability, where the performance of loss probability and
throughput compared to traditional femtocell operations had
been significantly improved.

In addition, the interference of femtocells may be man-
aged by cellular operators, but the interference management
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between WiFi accesses is still a challenge. The interference has
been extensively investigated to integrate femtocell with WiFi
network seamlessly. When the interferer and the victim belong
to different network layers, the interference is called cross-tier
interference. Yeh et al. [108] showed that interference manage-
ment schemes are critical for reducing the resulting cross-tier
interference. Moreover, it is significant to allocate traffic
efficiently between those access networks. The traffic manage-
ment method for saving energy has been discussed from the
operators’ perspective by some researchers [109]. They argued
that significant energy was saved through power saving modes.
But the seamless handover and protocols translation were still
unclear. What is more, the information exchange interfaces are
managed manually. This does not help reduce the expenditure
for operators in practice.

2) Users’ Perspective: In general, when the distance
between the WiFi AP and the UE increases, the WiFi sig-
nal strength decreases while the energy consumed increases.
This trend also applies to cellular networks. On the other hand,
the energy consumption of both WiFi and cellular networks
increases with the network load, but the coefficients of varia-
tions for the two signals are different. Thus, the function curves
will intersect when the load reaches an appropriate value, and
this value is adopted as the threshold of decision mechanism
that determines the time when to hand over and which network
should be selected.

Considering these characteristics, researchers try to describe
the energy consumption in a generic model which is a func-
tion of load and bit rate. The energy consumption at different
bit rates or load are widely measured, and a function of the
curve is obtained in line with the experimental results which
turns out to be nearly linear, and the results can be used to
determine parameters to infer the mathematical model in both
cases. Then, the two models can draw a comprehensive unified
mathematical model to describe the energy [83]. The energy
consumption is given by

E = C

R + D
+ (M − 1000) · A (1)

where E represents the energy consumed in Joules, R denotes
the bit rate in Kbps and M represents the amount of load,
while A, C, D are constant parameters that vary with WiFi
and cellular networks.

It is attractive to use two wireless interfaces simultaneously
for traffic offloading. With the release-10 of 3GPP [110], IP
Flow Mobility (IFOM) is one promising mechanism to enable
a UE to maintain two concurrent connections with cellular
BSs and WiFi APs [111]. Thus, it allows selected IP flows to
be offloaded via multiple interfaces simultaneously, dividing it
into multiple sub-flows. The key advantage is that it supports
seamless shifting: an IP flow can be shifted to different
interfaces without disrupting an ongoing communication. The
challenge is to reduce energy consumption for concurrent
connections. The majority of the state-of-the-art focus on
downlink offloading. To investigate the energy saving for
uplink offloading using IFOM, Miliotis et al. [91], [97] made
an attempt to propose two uplink offloading algorithms for
IFOM. In their first algorithm, UEs with heavy traffic are

given priority in accessing the WiFi APs. In their second
algorithm, a proportionally fair bandwidth allocation over
the data volume demands from UEs is presented. In their
simulation, they present the limitations of IEEE 802.11 DCF
(Distributed Coordination Function) uplink access [112] by
comparing it with their two uplink offloading algorithms. For
IFOM uplink offloading, they show that it is significant to
improve the uplink access scheme of WiFi in terms of saving
energy consumption on UEs.

It is still not clear how to provide IP mobility in cellular net-
works with current protocols such as Proxy Mobile IPv6. To
support network-based mobility management, Proxy Mobile
IPv6 [113] was proposed by the IETF (Internet Engineering
Task Force). It extends Mobile IPv6 with additional functional
entities: the mobile access gateway, and the local mobility
anchor. The gateway is responsible for tracking the mobile
node in the radio access links. The anchor is responsible for
collecting routing information for mobile nodes. To reduce
the energy consumption, Sanchez et al. [85] presented some
network-based IP flow mobility extensions, and use experi-
mental measurements to investigate how energy savings can
be achieved on users’ terminals. Their experiments provide
that WiFi shows better performance of energy efficiency and
throughput, compared to cellular interface.

It is further interesting to combine multiple concurrent data
streams with device-to-device techniques such as WiFi direct
and Bluetooth. Sharafeddine et al. [86] considered a coop-
erative network scenario where a smartphone uses its WiFi
and Bluetooth interfaces simultaneously to offload traffic via
local D2D links. They design and implement a testbed for
mobile cooperative multimedia distribution to evaluate per-
formance in terms of energy consumption. Their evaluation
shows that Bluetooth is more energy efficient that WiFi-direct
on D2D links. In addition, WiFi is more energy efficient than
3G on the long range link for the considered experiments.
This result presents typical values that can be encountered in
real scenarios. However, using multiple interfaces incurs the
largest value of energy consumption. In fact, a smart allocation
mechanism is needed to allocate different traffic to differ-
ent interfaces intelligent, considering instantaneous conditions
and historical information of different interfaces. Furthermore,
just as what Siris and Anagnostopoulou [84] did, it would
be an interesting approach to investigate energy savings by
exploiting mobility prediction and prefetching to enhance WiFi
offloading schemes.

3) Summary: Approaches [79], [80] leasing the WiFi APs
deployed by a third party are of high feasibility, but it
is difficult to minimize the energy consumption of BSs to
achieve optimal traffic offloading. By utilizing WiFi mesh net-
works, [81] gave a full consideration to energy saving and
profit sharing for users’ participation, but the final operator’s
revenue from users is not clear. By improving the femtocell-
WiFi network, AlQahtani [107] successfully enhanced the
performance of loss probability and throughput, but further
studies are needed to investigate the influence of interference
and traffic management on the energy consumption.

By measuring the impact of rate/load size on the energy
consumption, the experimental approach [83] simplified the
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operations on UEs regardless of network conditions, user
preferences, etc. The disadvantage of [83] is that it required
manual switching and the accuracy needs to be enhanced by
a non-linear approximation. Considering the trend of con-
current connections in the future, Miliotis et al. [91], [97]
well extended the state-of-art to uplink scenario with a fair
bandwidth allocation algorithm. The disadvantage is that the
impact of computation complexity on realistic UEs is unclear.
Sanchez et al. [85] defined some extensions of Proxy Mobile
IPv6 that benefit both the network operator and the end user in
terms of the energy saving. However, energy efficiency of real
devices in different operating systems and architectures is not
clear yet. Siris et al. [84] exploited mobility prediction and
prefetching and well evaluated the energy consumption and
throughput, but a prototype has not been done. In conclusion,
a future direction for operators is a systemic approach to trad-
ing off between throughput and energy saving, while the future
direction for users is to implement a smart and automatic
allocation mechanism on UEs within concurrent connections.

C. Rate

In this section, we utilize the concept of rate to describe the
performance in terms of average completion time of demanded
data transmissions in WiFi offloading, which can determine
the QoS directly. Actually, several factors jointly contribute to
practical rate such as information transmission rate of a radio
access network, switching delay, practical load condition, and
congestion. Considering the incentive from which perspective,
the state-of-the-art can be classified into two categories as
discussed below.

1) Operators’ Perspective: To improve the information
transmission rate, deploying advanced radio access techniques
is a key approach for operators. While for WiFi offloading
which mainly exploits existing radio access techniques, the
key that operators need to consider is to avoid congestion and
keep a balance between different radio access networks’ loads.
Previous proposed schemes focus on alleviating the cellular
congestion by offloading the data traffic to WiFi as much as
possible, but without systematic considerations of the network
congestion, load balancing, and completion time. The WiFi
offloading may not perform well when congestions are not
considered in WiFi offloading.

Cheung et al. [6] formulated the congestion-aware selection
problem as a network selection game (NSG) in an integrated
cellular-WiFi system. NSG incorporates some practical consid-
erations that include user mobility, WiFi availability, switching
time, and cost of switching networks based on usage. Their
simulation shows that this scheme could significantly balance
the load of the overall networks, improving the throughput and
reducing the handover delay based on WiFi-3G cellular hybrid
systems. However, the scenario, where WiFi networks is inte-
grated with LTE networks that have a different performance
of delay, remains unclear.

Note that small cell base station (SCBSs) are increas-
ingly deployed within a macro sector to make cell sizes
smaller. SCBSs are becoming capable of leveraging cellular
network RATs and WLAN RATs simultaneously, operating

on licensed bands and unlicensed bands, respectively. An opti-
mizing issue for SCBSs is how to smartly steer traffic from
cellular networks to WLAN to optimize the performance and
QoS, integrating the two RATs efficiently. Therefore, a smart
offloading scheme should be capable of considering instanta-
neous network conditions and user’s requirements and allow
small cells and WLAN to learn their own optimal transmission
strategies.

Inspired by the reinforcement learning theory [114],
Simsek et al. [98] proposed a distributed traffic steering
framework for small cells. This framework is engaged in
self-organization process based on a cross-system learning
framework. In a cross-system learning framework, SCSBs
carry out the cross-system learning procedure on licensed and
unlicensed bands jointly to learn their long-term metrics and
derive their optimal transmission strategies in order to balance
loads between cellular networks and WLAN to avoid conges-
tions. The cross-system learning framework allows SCBSs to
select suitable subbands in licensed and unlicensed bands and
allocates the selected subbands to one UE after a successful
attempt of accessing the unlicensed bands so as to balance
the loads between the two network modes. It is provided that
the cross-system learning framework can improve the aver-
age throughput of UEs by steering traffic intelligently and
dynamically on licensed bands and unlicensed bands.

Instead of serving an arbitrary number of UEs, the cross-
system learning framework can be coupled with a traffic-aware
scheduler. SCBSs carry out the traffic-aware scheduling pro-
cedure so as to schedule their UEs by allocating different
priorities to UEs according to UEs’ information such as
transmission conditions and files information. Thus, SCSBs
perform resource block allocation to allocate their selected
subbands to the scheduled UEs. To reduce the completion
time of transmission, Hu et al. [99] proposed traffic aided
opportunistic scheduling (TAOS) by considering both the file
size information and channel variation to schedule UEs. Based
on the works related to TAOS, the traffic-aware scheduler
makes schedules by considering instantaneous channel condi-
tions, congestion levels, completion time, file sizes and UEs’
service types. Integrating “picking up the users with the short-
est time” [115] with “picking up the users on the channel
peak” [116], [117], SCSBs pick up their UEs to reduce the
total completion time. Thus, UEs with short completion time
traffic are steered to licensed bands while UEs with delay
tolerant traffic are steered to unlicensed bands. Simulation
results demonstrate this point is true by steering traffic intel-
ligently and dynamically on both licensed and unlicensed
bands. Furthermore, significant improvement can be achieved
when this cross-system learning framework is coupled with a
traffic-aware scheduler. However, this framework needs further
investigation on users with high mobility, and this framework
does not give more details regarding interference management.

Furthermore, it is interesting to study a load coupled net-
work for WiFi offloading analytically. Siomina and Yuan [118]
presented a theoretical analysis of cell load coupling for LTE
networks. They employ the load coupling equation derived
from a SINR model that takes into account the load of each
cell. For a given demand, the load of each cell depends on
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a non-linear manner on the load of other cells. This loading
coupling model shows a good approximation for more com-
plicated load models. However, their work just focused on
the demand to be served in cellular networks. To extend
this idea to WiFi offloading and achieve load coupling in a
heterogeneous network, Ho et al. [100], [101] formulated a
utility-maximization problem. They optimize the demand to
be served in a heterogeneous network to maximize the utility
function. Considering practical implementation, they also pro-
pose a strategy to constraint the load to some maximum value.
Further work is still needed to consider more factors such as
energy saving and user-network association.

In particular, to achieve load balancing in mobile ad-
hoc networks (MADNETs), Kumar and Ramachandram [119]
investigated load balancing for MADNETs. For a MADNET,
they demonstrate that Genetic Zone Routing Protocol (GZRP)
is very useful in treating congestion in cellular-WiFi networks.
To investigate load balancing routing for 3G-WiFi offload-
ing networks, Budiyanto et al. [120] combined GZRP with
VHO, showing the best performance. It not only improves
the throughput but also reduces the handover delay. VHO can
well process the handover from the cellular network to the
WiFi access, but it still needs to be combined with GZRP as
the routing algorithm in order to avoid congestion when con-
sidering WiFi APs. Nevertheless, further work is needed to
consider how it affects the LTE-WiFi offloading network.

2) Users’ Perspective: From user’s perspective, the direc-
tion is to study how the average rate per user can be
improved. To investigate the average rate for users analyti-
cally, Singh et al. [102] made an attempt to figure out the
optimum fraction of traffic being offloaded. They present a
tractable model to analyze the effect of offloading. This model
considers a heterogeneous network that consists of M differ-
ent RATs, each deploying up to K different tiers of WiFi APs.
They define two concepts: SINR coverage, and Rate coverage.
SINR coverage is defined as the probability that a randomly
located user has SINR greater that an arbitrary threshold. Rate
coverage is defined as the probability that a randomly located
user has greater rate than an arbitrary threshold. Rate cov-
erage takes into account SINR, load, RAT’s condition, and
users’ requirements. They formulate the offloading problem
into two incentive functions. It is proven that there exists an
optimum percentage of the traffic that should be offloaded for
maximizing the rate coverage. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
extend this work by investigating the coupling of AP queues.
In addition, further work is needed to extend the inter-RAT
offloading to inter-tier offloading in one RAT. Furthermore,
it is very interesting to analyze how a simultaneous transmis-
sion scheme affects average rate per user. Galinina et al. [103]
proposed an architecture to support dynamic data flow split-
ting across integrated dual-RAT infrastructure in ultra-dense
small cells. They propose a novel analytical methodology for
ultra-dense LTE/WiFi heterogeneous networks and deliver a
comprehensive analytical model. This unprecedented analyti-
cal framework has significantly advanced the state-of-the-art
in the offloading field. In fact, this work outlined a truly
integrated LTE/WiFi HetNets for the design of emerging 5G
systems.

3) Summary: Previous literature did not consider the net-
work congestion, switching penalty, and network pricing in
data offloading. Cheung’s work [6] is the first study to focus
on the congestion-aware network selection and data offload-
ing problems with multiple heterogeneous users. However,
this approach is restricted to the scenario where the cellular
network is available to all the UEs at all possible loca-
tions all the time. A more general scenario with random
mobility patterns is not addressed. The traffic steering frame-
work employing a traffic-aware scheduler in [98] can take
full advantage of both WiFi and cellular network to support
seamless experience. The advantage of cross-system learning
framework is alleviating of instantaneous inputs. The disad-
vantage of this approach is that it only was applied to low-
mobility UEs. Moreover, interference management and inter-
play between mobility and cell association are ignored. Unlike
the framework [98] where SCBS allocates suitable subbands
to UEs, SCBS in the approach of TAOS [99] steers UEs to
licensed/unlicensed bands according to UEs’ completion time.
The advantage of TAOS is that it can reduce the total comple-
tion time, and perform well in heavy-loaded wireless networks.
However, it leads to extra traffic transmitting due to file size
information and channel state information. Reducing comple-
tion time may damage performance of the total throughput.
As for the theoretical analysis of load-coupled networks,
Ho et al. [100], [101] extended the idea in [118] from cel-
lular networks to heterogeneous networks and made it meet
the demands of practical implementation. However, energy
minimization and user-network association is ignored.

As for the theoretical analysis of the average rate for UEs,
Singh et al. [102] well considered SINR, load, RAT’s con-
dition, and users’ requirements under a flexible association
model. Singh’s work was the first to study rate coverage
in the context of inter-RAT offload. However, the coupling
of AP queues and the inter-tier offloading within a RAT
are ignored. Also, a non-linear approximation is needed to
improve the area approximation for the association regions.
Singh’s approach did not solve the problem of data loss
during switching and simultaneous usage of multiple RATs.
Galinina’s approach [103] enabled dynamic data flow splitting
across integrated dual-RAT infrastructure and well consid-
ered the load of each small cell varying significantly over
time and space. Galinina’s approach significantly shortened
end-to-end delays and lowered small cells deployment costs.
Unfortunately, in this work, the existing LTE/WiFi architecture
needs to be updated and a new entity alien access gate-
way should be deployed on the interface between WiFi and
EPC. Furthermore, energy savings are ignored in this work.
In conclusion, the future direction of improving rate is to
utilize instantaneous information [6], [99], [100], [102], [103]
or learning procedures [98] to support seamless experience
with simultaneous usage of RATs at low cost of energy
consumption.

D. Classification of Related Individual Approaches

In addition to the basic incentive of capacity, three partic-
ular incentives (cost, energy and rate) have been discussed
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TABLE X
CLASSIFICATION OF RELATED INDIVIDUAL APPROACHES

TABLE XI
TECHNIQUES ACCORDING TO FURTHER INCENTIVE: CONTINUITY

in the previous three subsections, respectively. Eventually, to
better compare related individual approaches from different
incentives, advantages and disadvantages of related individual
approaches are listed in Table X.

V. FURTHER INCENTIVE: CONTINUITY

It is apparent that the WiFi offloading scheme may make
UEs switch radio access network frequently. This may incur
disruptions to ongoing communications, damaging users’ satis-
faction significantly. What is worse, a high dynamic of mobile
communication environment and a fluctuating wireless chan-
nel will incur frequent disruptions to ongoing communications,
especially for vehicular scenarios. Thus, it is very important to
investigate how to alleviate disruptions and maintain continu-
ous communications. The state-of-the-art can be classified into
four categories. The first is to enhance the NSS to reduce hand-
offs and interruptions. The second is to use relay mechanism
between ad-hoc networks such as device-to-device commu-
nications. The third is to split data flow into sub flows and
transmit them simultaneously via multiple paths. The fourth
is to provide collaborative mechanism between operators and
users. A detailed classification is shown in Table XI.

A. Enhanced NSS

1) Real-Time Switching Between Interfaces: Contemporary
devices such as Android 4.0 phones are capable of access-
ing both cellular as well as WiFi. They are also allowed

to switch interfaces by simply turning on an interface while
turning off the other interface manually, which does not sup-
port seamless switching. Simply switching between multiple
interfaces is not able to be applied into ongoing TCP ses-
sions since switching between network interfaces is bound to
incur interruption and data loss. In order to address the con-
tinuity issue, several research groups [121]–[124] attempted
to deal with interruptions during switching between wireless
interfaces. However, their approaches either need to extend
the current infrastructures or require novel protocols instead
of existing protocols. Unlike delay tolerance offloading, real-
time switching approaches explore dynamical switching to
deal with the interruptions between interfaces. In order to
optimize the performance such as battery time, data offloaded
and throughput, MultiNet [125] was proposed to utilize three
switching policies to switch interfaces in real-time. MultiNet
is fully client-based without requiring additional infrastruc-
ture support or any changes to existing protocols, which is of
high feasibility. Taking the characteristics of TCP sessions and
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) sessions into consideration,
MutiNet deals with TCP sessions and UDP sessions sepa-
rately to avoid interruptions. In a real implementation such
as Android platforms, the switching module is achieved by
Application Program Interface (API) with a C++ method to
switch the connection to a new interface.

MultiNet architecture is composed of three modules includ-
ing switching engine, monitoring engine and selection policy.
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The switching engine is responsible to perform the switch-
ing between cellular networks and WiFi access networks. The
monitoring engine is responsible for monitoring and storing
system variables such as the amount of data traffic, connec-
tivity status, the status of ongoing TCP and UDP sessions,
and the parameters of battery on mobile devices. These vari-
ables are necessary for switching decisions. In terms of the
performance needed to be optimized, selection policies can
be divided into three categories: energy saving, offloading
ratio and performance. The aim of the energy saving policy
is to minimize the energy consumption on mobile devices.
In MultiNet, mobile devices will connect to the cellular net-
work when it is idle. MultiNet utilizes dynamical switching
to allow a mobile device to switch to the WiFi access net-
work to offload data traffic once it detects that the amount of
data traffic exceeds the predefined amount threshold. Further,
a mobile device will switch back to the cellular network as
soon as the time of connecting to WiFi exceeds a predefined
time threshold. That is because the power of WiFi is prone
to be significantly higher than that of the cellular network,
while the energy consumption of WiFi is prone to be lower
than that of cellular networks when those two type of access
networks transfer the same amount of data traffic that exceeds
a threshold. The aim of the offloading policy is to offload the
data traffic as far as possible unless the RSS of the WiFi does
not exceed the threshold, while the energy consumption is not
efficient when the WiFi is idle. The aim of performance pol-
icy is to improve the throughput by switching to the interface
with the highest bandwidth.

The TCP connections are bound to be interrupted when the
interfaces are being switched, while most sessions utilize TCP
instead of UDP. MultiNet deals with these two types of sessions
separately. For UDP sessions, MultiNet does not wait for the
ongoing session over old interfaces to be completed, which is
bound to incur some packet loss of the in-bound traffic. For
TCP sessions, MultiNet adds new routing table entries. When it
turns on the new interface, it will not turn off the old interfaces
occupied by TCP sessions until the mobile devices complete
the ongoing TCP sessions over the old interfaces, ensuring
that the ongoing TCP sessions will not be interrupted during
switching. Thus, the difference between real time switching
and multihoming is that multiple interfaces are turned on only
when UEs determine switch from current interface to another
one in real time switching. Once this transition state of real
time switching is completed, only one interface is turned on.
Some researchers [125] utilized Android-based mobile devices
to implement three switching policies of MultiNet in a real-
world scenario, which implemented the Android system by
adding some non-existing modules without any changes to the
existing network protocols. To control switching in Android,
two useful methods can be utilized in the Android applications
within C++, including switchInterface() and useInterface().
They demonstrated that the MultiNet system outperformed
the state-of-the-art Android system either by saving energy
consumption up to 33.75%, or nearly achieving the optimal
offloading amount and throughput that can be achieved by
“switching to WiFi whenever it is available” approach. In addi-
tion, MultiNet had successfully avoided the disconnections that

occur in “switching to WiFi whenever it is available”. Moreover,
the energy saving mode is preferred in terms of the tradeoff
between energy consumption and offloading amount since the
energy consumption of the offload mode is substantially larger
than that of the energy saving mode while the offloading amount
of the energy saving mode is slightly smaller than that of the
offload mode. In the offload mode, although WiFi networks
are utilized to offload mobile data traffic, mobile devices will
be connected to cellular networks to save energy consumption
when mobile devices are idle.

2) Context Aware Handoff Mechanism: Since coexistence
of multiple network interfaces is the trend of mobile com-
munication systems, a user can select multiple networks and
switch to the interface with the best performance. However,
the experience may not satisfy users with poor network perfor-
mance during the handoff process between multiple networks.
The key problem is service interruption of applications.

In order to optimize the performance of services, the hand-
off schemes need to take more information into consideration
such as the status of network access and kinds of applica-
tions running on the smart-phones, for instance. This is due
to the fact that interruptions vary with different applications
since the latter adopts different communication protocols or
cache schemes. Generally, there are three main challenges
for determining which application should switch its connec-
tion. The first is that the number of applications is enormous.
Second, the usage of certain applications on smart-phones is
unpredictable. Third, there will certainly be some new future
applications that are currently not known.

In order to address these challenges, Context Aware Handoff
Policy utilizing crowd-sourced application was proposed by
Li et al. [126]. In addition, Howe [127] devised a way to allow
subscribers to request contributions from a large crowd of peo-
ple. To overcome the usage boundedness in this approach, the
Context Aware Handoff Policy utilizes similarity features to
divide the users into several crowds. Thus, users in the same
crowd can share application data. This can be done by the
context model based on Bayes classifier [128]. The main idea
is shown in Fig. 8.

Context Aware Handoff Policy is composed of three parts.
The first is monitoring a daemon which collects four kinds
of context: network conditions, power data, traffic volume
and application information. The second is the network selec-
tion scheme which is drawn from three metrics that include
network performance, energy consumption, and cost. These
metrics can be derived from the first part. This selection
scheme is of high feasibility for its simple algorithm. The
third one is the application context model based on Bayes
classifier in order to know the probability of what type of net-
work should be selected. In the function of Bayes classifier,
four kinds of context are combined into a vector as the input
parameter. In order to address the challenges of the uncer-
tain usage and enormous kinds of applications, researchers
proposed to utilize the crowd-sourced application data to
construct the context model. This context model includes
two similarity metrics: smart-phone usage similarity and net-
work conditions similarity. Based on the computation of two
similarity values by hierarchical clustering techniques, each
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Fig. 8. The main idea of context aware offloading. After some parameters
are collected, the Bayes classifier works out the probability with a kind of
network and the Network selection scheme works out the trigger, respectively.
Then the results are used to judge whether the condition is eligible for handoff
or not.

crowd can be discriminated. In the evaluation performed by
Li et al. [126], this proposed scheme achieves 25% energy
consumption, 40% data offloading and 200% throughput. The
reduction in the frequency of handoffs was achieved by two
third compared to traditional approaches.

B. Relaying Mechanism

1) Device-to-Device Communications: It is common that
there are many users around the WiFi infrastructures, which
may conceal the users at a distance. What is worse, a WiFi
network cannot track receivers even if they have transmitted
data at one time via a WiFi network. Thus, the infrastructure
WiFi path is weak considering the limit of transmission dis-
tance. On the other hand, in order to improve the capacity of
a cellular network, it is promising for Peer-to-Peer technology
to be integrated into LTE architecture. WiFi D2D offloading
based on IEEE 802.11 protocol stack can effectively utilize
short links between peers to deliver traffic directly instead of
using an infrastructure path. This can improve the capacity and
data rate significantly. It is notable that WiFi D2D offloading
is based on the considerable density of WiFi devices and out-
performs the infrastructure significantly when the interference
is not severe.

However, a management scheme to avoid overload for WiFi
D2D should be developed to steer the offloading volume. This
can maintain the merit of performance such as energy effi-
ciency and low delays. Evaluations showed that the throughput
increases significantly when the offloading percentage of total
traffic grows. In addition, the performance of D2D links
decreases since increasing offloading traffic leads to increasing
D2D links. This in turn contributes to some noise increase on
WiFi bands. Moreover, the energy efficiency of D2D decreases
as the offloading percentage grows. In addition, increasing
offloading can significantly contribute to MAC delay denot-
ing the time the packet takes to get through the MAC layer
before being acknowledged. Therefore, the benefits of offload-
ing cannot be guaranteed when non-controlled connections are
established.

Fig. 9. WiFi D2D link compared to LTE D2D link.

Recently, D2D communications integrated into the LTE
network is devised to circumvent this problem. The LTE net-
work can utilize its advantages to help manage connections
between devices in this approach. According to the function
of LTE networks, D2D communications are divided into two
types: network-controlled D2D and network-assisted D2D. In
network-controlled D2D, the LTE network is responsible for
device discovery, D2D connection establishment and radio
resource allocation for D2D connections. In network-assisted
D2D, the LTE network is only responsible for device dis-
covery and D2D connection establishment. Direct radio links
between devices include LTE direct and WiFi direct in this
integrated network. Consequently, there are two different kinds
of D2D communications including licensed band D2D com-
munication and unlicensed band D2D communication. As a
licensed communication, LTE direct acts as an underlay to the
LTE network. However, the pace of LTE direct is slow, while
WiFi direct has been standardized and WLAN D2D protocol
has attracted many researchers’ attention in the last few years.
Based on network-assisted and WLAN D2D protocols, a cellu-
lar network-assisted WiFi direct communication is a promising
approach as discussed in recent literature.

In this framework, network assistance helps devices to dis-
cover other devices in proximity and establish WiFi D2D
connections. As shown in Fig. 9, in addition to users’ devices
in this architecture, two main participants are a content tracker
and a D2D server. A content tracker such as the application
server is responsible for storing all available contents’ loca-
tions from all registered devices and servers for requesting
clients. The D2D server is typically deployed in EPC network,
and is responsible for establishing clients’ D2D connections
in the transport layer. Based on the prototype of a web appli-
cation composed of a web server and a web client [129], the
evaluation of this prototype shows that WiFi Direct can sig-
nificantly improve capacity and throughput of networks and
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decrease delay and energy consumption for clients compared
to LTE direct.

There are still several challenges in the WiFi Direct
approach. First, WiFi Direct needs a scheme to detect WiFi
peers. Second, an algorithm is also needed to help deter-
mine whether and when the portion traffic should be offloaded
through D2D links to avoid competition [130]. Third, a scheme
needs to be developed to cooperate with the cellular network
and determine which part of traffic will be transferred via
WiFi D2D in order to ensure continuity of services [131].
Fourth, since data rates of different Direct Links in cellular
controlled short-range communication system [132] can vary
greatly, a scheme is necessary to determine the appropriate
D2D WiFi link to achieve optimal user performance. Last,
an appropriate power control mechanism can also help WiFi
D2D improve energy efficiency [133]. All the above discussed
schemes for WiFi direct can be categorized under network-
assisted D2D offloading. Evaluation in [134] showed that D2D
offloading improves both capacity and energy efficiency sig-
nificantly even with the help of the simplest scheme, implying
a promising way for improving performance of offloading in
the future.

2) Peer to Peer Offloading: Other than direct transfers
on smart-phones through Internet servers, as an opportunistic
offloading scheme, Peer to Peer (P2P) WiFi communications
is showing a significant importance recently. This can take
the role of offloading schemes, which is based on the idea of
WiFi Direct communications discussed earlier. So in addition
to WiFi direct connections between two devices, more peers
that can relay contents are added into the WiFi Direct commu-
nication architecture. This way, P2P WiFi can be considered
as an extension of WiFi Direct. However, the drawback of P2P
WiFi is that the data transfers between peers are not guaran-
teed since the data link is prone to be interrupted when one
peer moves on. Therefore, researchers tend to focus on a novel
architecture to guarantee the transfers via P2P WiFi.

A promising fact is that proxies can be employed in WiFi
spots to prefetch content for mobile nodes such as vehicular
offloading strategies. Moreover, a Subscribe-and-Send archi-
tecture was proposed in [139] to address this issue. In such an
architecture, data offloading utilizes WiFi Direct D2D links.
The main idea of WiFi Direct D2D links is to allow direct com-
munications between peers instead of taking a detour through
a traditional WiFi infrastructure. Each smart-phone running
certain apps is considered as one node that is responsible
for managing subscription and delivery. As shown in Fig. 10,
the Subscribe-and-Send architecture is mainly based on the
subscription table of the content service provider (CSP). The
CSP records every subscriber’s information including sub-
scribed content name, subscriber’s ID, and the deadline of
the subscription. Once the contents are still not downloaded
from peers until a deadline, the subscribers either download
the subscribed contents or update the subscription deadline.
This will allow subscriber to go on waiting for transfers via
the WiFi connection. The subscription information will be
removed from the subscription table on CSP when subscribers
missed the deadline of P2P offloading or subscribed contents
were successfully offloaded.

Fig. 10. A Subscribe-and-Send architecture [139]. Source node 1 is the node
that is able to download the content from servers via cellular networks. Then
it will check whether the content it downloaded has been subscribed by others
by detecting the subscription tables on CSP. The content will be transmitted
to the subscriber via relays by opportunistic P2P communications. Each peer
on the route will exchange subscription tables with each other when they meet
via WiFi networks.

It is notable that relays between WiFi nodes and P2P trans-
missions are based on opportunistic WiFi protocols as the
key technology of P2P offloading. In the Subscribe-and-Send
architecture, it is assumed that there are some users who are
able to pay for bulk data transfers. On the other hand, they
may prefer to download the content from the CSP via cellu-
lar network source nodes. First, subscribers send the request to
the CSP to download the content from the CSP. Then, the sub-
scription information is recorded in the subscription tables on
both CSP and user’s devices. Then, the source node that has
downloaded the subscribed contents checks the subscription
table on the CSP to probe whether the content it has down-
loaded is subscribed by others or not. Then, it will utilize
users’ IDs to deliver the content to subscribers one by one via
opportunistic WiFi protocols. On the other hand, a user node
can exchange its subscription tables with another node if they
connect via WiFi networks. The subscription tables on users’
devices are exchanged to probe whether one of the devices
has the content that the others have subscribed or not. Then,
the content will be transferred via WiFi networks once the
information is matched. Thus, messages will be sent to the
CSP when the content subscribed is successfully transferred
via WiFi networks. Then, the subscriptions in those tables are
removed. In order to assure the accuracy of subscription tables
for all the nodes, the subscription tables on every node will
be checked every 10 minutes by detecting subscription tables
on the CSP.
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Fig. 11. Signalling message sequence for setup of communication between
M2M UEs in cooperative networks [144].

It is worth noting that these subscription tables can be
implemented by various opportunistic routing protocols in
the routing layer [140], [141]. On the other hand, a High
PRobability Opportunistic (HPRO) was proposed in [139] for
the Subscribe-and-Send architecture as a novel opportunistic
forwarding protocol. The basic idea in this protocol is that the
contents are transferred only when the number of contacts
reaches a certain threshold. This is to ensure that a con-
siderable probability of successful delivering between peers.
Moreover, the threshold is alterable along with the density of
nodes and updated periodically to reply to changes of nodes’
mobility status. So in the process of HPRO, the first step of
a source node is to probe the number of contacts, then com-
pare the number with the threshold. The subscribed content
begins to be transferred only when the number is larger than
or equal to the threshold. Otherwise this node waits for the next
comparison while the parameters may change or be updated.
Simulations and comparisons showed that the Subscribe-and-
Send architecture with HPRO has higher delivery performance
than several other approaches while more cellular network
traffic can be saved.

3) Cooperative Relaying: Conventional cellular networks
can provide information about active users in range of sev-
eral tens of meters to each new UE to determine the potential
peers of the group. Then these peers transmit the popular data
via P2P communications with the help of already existing
infrastructure of cellular networks. Other than complemen-
tary networks with multi-mode mobile terminals, it is essential
to investigate cooperative networks of integrating P2P tech-
niques by using a unified interface. Fitzek et al. [143] proposed
an associated cooperative framework to dynamically combine
cellular networks with P2P/short-range links. In this frame-
work, UEs firstly form a cooperative group then each UE can
exchange their received substreams over the short-range link
including WiFi and Bluetooth. As shown in Table XII, the
challenge is to design a common air interface to improve spec-
trum efficiency and reduce computational complexity. This
common air interface focuses on splitting the spectrum for cel-
lular networks and shot-range communication, and SDN might

be a promising solution for implementation of the common air
interface.

On the other hand, since the frequency spectrum with
cellular networks is typically unused in the uplink, it is essen-
tial to utilize this unused spectrum to improve the system
performance including the number of simultaneously served
users, throughput, and QoS. Popova et al. [144] proposed a
cooperative network architecture for efficient distribution of
popular non-real time data content. Their cooperative networks
utilize the available frequency spectrum from a cellular net-
work such as UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication
Systems). Considering the different traffic distribution of data
services between the uplink and downlink, this architecture
exploited the normally unused uplink frequency band for a
group-based cooperative M2M data dissemination. The paired
spectrum allocation principle of UMTS FDD (Frequency
Division Duplex) is used to balance data traffic in this archi-
tecture. To realize a direct M2M cooperative data exchange on
cellular uplink bands, this proposed architecture integrated P2P
techniques into the existing cellular structure. Typically, the
original popular content is divided into several logical packets
which are distributed among UEs. As shown in Fig. 11, UE1
first sends a request to the BS to obtain the information of
potential UEs (e.g., list of UEs), where UEs are considered as
servers, and then UE1 establishes the M2M communication
link on its own currently unused uplink channel to download
related packets from UE2, UE3, etc. Simulation results show
that the overall downlink throughput gain can be considerably
achieved by this M2M cooperative solution. They argued that
combining the cooperative solution with cellular networks is
a promising candidate for distribution of content in cellular
networks. Moreover, integrating P2P networks with central-
ized controlled cellular networks can support a large range of
wireless services. However, properly designed scheduling of
the packet transfer, which significantly affects download time
and system throughput of the content distribution, is not well
addressed.

Energy consumption on UEs for multicast-based cooper-
ative D2D has been studied by several researchers. First,
BSs distribute common content to a group of UEs on long-
range channels. Then UEs multicast the received content
to other UEs via multi-hop cooperation (D2D communica-
tion). However, how to determine the energy consumption for
this cooperation on UEs with fairness among UEs is still a
challenge. Further research on optimal offloading of cellu-
lar networks need to be addressed, and reducing the required
number of long-range channels is a promising approach.
Al-Kanj et al. [145] optimized the chunk distribution and
multicast transmission between the UEs and multi-hop coop-
eration in terms of constraints on the energy consumption of
UEs. They formulated a mixed integer linear programming
solution, taking into account the dynamics of the network.
Since these problems are NP-complete, they have to present
polynomial time greedy algorithms to derive computation-
ally fast solutions. Simulation results show that significant
cellular offloading gains can be obtained at the cost of a
very small fraction of UEs’ battery levels consumed on
multicast.
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TABLE XII
ISSUES OF COOPERATIVE RELAY MECHANISM

IP multicast does not work well in the current Internet which
is based on the unicast communications. Various methods have
been addressed to solve this problem and one promising issue
is overlay multicast. The main idea of overlay multicast is
that bi-directional TCP connection (instead of TCP) is used
between end-systems, where TCP may cause data loss and
duplicated data reception when the UE in the multicast tree
performs parent switching. Therefore, further studies on a new
reliable data delivery scheme for the multicast communication
need to be addressed. Kim et al. [146] integrated simultane-
ous communications between multiple senders and multiple
receivers with n-plex multicast service [147] and devised
a reliable data delivery mechanism. However, this overlay
multicast does not support context awareness, dynamic adapta-
tion, and self-organization of service overlay network (SON).
Several studies have attempted to integrate service-oriented
architecture with SON infrastructure. Nevertheless, it is diffi-
cult for SON to deal with ubiquitous and dynamic environment
of UEs and services. Thus, next-generation SON (NGSON)
was proposed by the IEEE P1903 Working Group (WG) [148].
Based on the service publication information from providers
and UEs’ requirements, NGSON can well control the interac-
tions among distributed services by service control functions
and service delivery functions. Service control functions man-
age the service information from service providers and help
UEs to discover service instance that meets users’ require-
ments. Then, service delivery functions enforce corresponding
QoS control mechanisms. Lee and Kang [149] briefly reviewed
the features of NGSON and showed that NGSON function-
alities are practical and efficient to handle the future trends
of dynamic environments. Meanwhile, further studies on con-
tent delivery support need to be considered. Moreover, it is
a challenge for future researchers to integrate service control
functions with P2P overlay to address the content delivery
issues.

C. Multipath Transmitting

1) Multipath TCP Offloading: A crucial challenge for cur-
rent offloading strategies is that continuous connectivity is not
guaranteed by the TCP. This is due to the fact that the connec-
tions are prone to be interrupted once the status of the current
interface changes with the TCP. There are many researchers
focusing on devising novel protocols to extend the TCP to
address this issue of interruption avoidance. Recently, sev-
eral protocols were proposed utilizing a promising idea of
exploiting multiple interfaces in [150] and [151].

An alternative approach to maintain continuous connectivity
is to allow multiple paths via several networks to simulta-
neously transmit the data of one content. This is still valid

Fig. 12. Typical architecture of Multipath TCP.

for the scenario when the status of one interface changes
with the interruption of an ongoing transmission. On the con-
trary, all approaches in the previous discussions are single-path
schemes which only utilize one interface and network to trans-
mit traffic by the TCP. However, the multi-path cannot be
implemented by the TCP. As an extension to TCP working on
the Internet, Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is devised as a multi-
path protocol in the transport layer to extend TCP to address
this issue [152], [153]. MPTCP is a protocol responsible
for managing several simultaneous connections via multiple
networks.

As shown in Fig. 12, a mobile node equipped with MPTCP
can download contents from remote servers via multipath.
When the remote server is equipped with MPTCP such as
content server 1 in this figure, the MPTCP proxy server just
acts as a relay between the multipath connections established
by both the mobile node and the content server 1. When the
remote server is not equipped with MPTCP such as that of
content server 2, the mobile node just establishes multipath
connections with MPTCP proxy server. At the same time, the
MPTCP proxy server communicates with the remote content
server by TCP since content server 2 does not support the mul-
tipath communication. Therefore, MPTCP proxy server can
significantly support mobility of users by multipath connec-
tions whether remote content servers are capable of MPTCP
or not.

MPTCP can be deployed in end-hosts in a typical deploy-
ment strategy to avoid additional requirements on the network.
This can be implemented by traditional infrastructures capa-
ble of controlling end-to-end communications. In addition
to typical deployment, a MPTCP-enabled node is added on
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the path between end-hosts as a proxy, so traffic can still
be transferred through multiple networks even when one
end-host is not equipped with MPTCP. This is appropri-
ate for the scenario where all the networks and proxies
are managed by one operator. However, this scenario needs
improvement of capacity in the backhaul when both WiFi
and cellular networks are managed by the same operator. On
the contrary, proxies should be deployed by a third party
when WiFi and cellular networks are managed by several
different operators. In such a case, there is no need for oper-
ators to enhance their backhaul capacity to meet the traffic
increase on base stations, which provides extra operators’
savings.

MPTCP can benefit from WiFi offloading from several
aspects. First, there is a congestion control mechanism in
MPTCP to balance traffic on each path to avoid conges-
tion [154]. Second, evaluations provided that more than 50%
of the channel holding time can be saved via WiFi by MPTCP,
while high holding time may lead to congestions [155]. Third,
the essential advantage of MPTCP is to support seamless
mobility between multiple interfaces since multiple networks
are utilized so a handover between networks cannot interrupt
the ongoing session. Fourth, there is no need for updating the
hardware to implement MPTCP. However, as far as energy effi-
ciency is concerned, only transmitting data blocks can show
satisfied performance unless a better activation controlling
scheme is devised to determine when to utilize MPTCP. It
is apparent that multiple concurrent links incur extra energy
consumption. Chen et al. [90] made an attempt to propose
a novel energy-aware MPTCP-based content delivery scheme
(eMPTCP). This scheme balances support for throughput with
energy consumption awareness. Their simulation shows that
14% gains of energy efficiency over MPTCP can be achieved
with eMPTCP by offloading traffic from the more energy-
consuming interfaces to others. Nevertheless, there is still large
room for improving energy efficiency of MPTCP. Moreover,
MPTCP is still in the draft state by IETF [156]. Further
work is needed to make an attempt to enhance energy saving
mechanism.

2) Concurrent Connections: The majority of the litera-
ture focus on utilizing WiFi AP and UE to dynamically
switch interfaces in the cellular-WiFi network. However, the
forthcoming devices are able to operate multiple wireless
interfaces simultaneously. It is interesting to exploit several
concurrent connections to transmit data flow to achieve various
gains such as seamless experience. The server-based MPTCP
mechanism extends traditional TCP to provide a transmitting
protocol for multipath communication in the transport layer.
Another mechanism IFOM enable UEs to concurrently main-
tain connections with the cellular network and a WiFi AP.
While the main challenge is to reduce energy consumption,
just as discussed in Section IV above. In addition, to sup-
port using existing cellular and WiFi links simultaneously, it
is still interesting to investigate traffic splitting mechanism and
evaluate its energy consumption. Abbas et al. [95] proposed
a multi-incentive approach for traffic splitting. They formu-
late the tradeoff between throughput maximization and battery
energy minimization into a function of the ratio of data to be

split. They use experimental measurements with an Android
device to evaluate their traffic splitting scheme, in terms of
tradeoff between throughput and energy saving. Nevertheless,
further work is needed to investigate energy saving to extend
the battery time of UEs.

D. Collaborative Offloading With Delay

Owning to a successful offloading solution, cellular net-
work operators can address the problem of rising traffic
demand without significantly increasing their CAPEX and
OPEX. On the other hand, WiFi access network providers need
to get more revenue from customers and cellular operators.
Therefore, a popular issue is how they cooperate so as to ben-
efit both cellular network operators and WiFi access network
operators.

As for user’s benefits, a user can enjoy high bit rate if the
user’s network is allowed to handover to a WiFi network since
the latter usually has a higher bit rate than cellular networks.
In addition, a cellular operator always provides a coupon to
their subscribers so as to encourage them to migrate their data
to WiFi in order to leverage the load of the cellular network
since the cost of the WiFi is lower than that of the cellular
network. In general, a successful WiFi offloading approach
should be beneficial to all participants including cellular oper-
ators, WiFi service providers, and end-users. Only in this way
can participants accept and support it, which is significant to
the development of a new approach.

Recently, a collaborative framework MADNET conforms
to the idea mentioned above [157]. In this framework, cellular
operators, WiFi service providers, and end-users can cooperate
to make it feasible and effective. It is noteworthy that trans-
mission performance in this approach can be improved a lot
even in a sparse area of WiFi APs.

1) Opportunistic Offloading: In order to reduce the load
of cellular traffic, cellular traffic offloading is very promising.
An alternative approach is to use the distributive advantage
provided by WLAN. The main idea is to send messages to hot-
spots which can be relayed to the aimed devices via WLAN
so as to avoid using the data link through the cellular network.
However, the precondition of this approach is that the WLAN
is available for both, users and operators. That is since that
the density of WiFi hot-spot in some remote areas may be
low. Another fact is that the WiFi access networks are usually
encrypted.

Another approach is “opportunistic traffic offloading” to
overcome the above drawback. The main idea is to utilize the
D2D connections such as WiFi direct and Bluetooth to trans-
mit messages. When messages are transmitted to the partial
devices, they relay the messages to the whole subscribers via
inter-device connections without sending messages to every
subscriber via cellular networks [158]. To better understand
opportunistic traffic offloading, the difference between these
two approaches is given in Fig. 13. The challenge is how to
ensure the numbers of the partial devices that get the messages
via cellular networks. However, in order to infer such a num-
ber, some essential information about mobile devices must be
collected.
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Fig. 13. Opportunistic traffic offloading compared to cellular traffic offload-
ing. Unlike that the infrastructure is responsible for cellular traffic offloading,
it is the subset of devices that relay the traffic by Ad hoc communications.

TABLE XIII
THREE DIFFERENT TOMP COVERAGE METRICS

An alternative approach is to collect the historical informa-
tion of social relations between the mobile devices that the
messages should be transmitted to [159]. However, this idea
is not easily feasible due to public concerns of privacy issues.
With this in mind, the opportunistic traffic offloading using
movement predictions (TOMP) was proposed in [160] to pre-
dict the inter-device connectivity. In this approach, the only
information needed are the position and speed. This scheme
is highly feasible with current cellular networks. In contrast to
a typical cellular network, considerable energy can be saved as
shown by the simulation results carried out for TOMP’s pro-
posed approach. In more details, as shown in Table XIII, there
are three different coverage metrics in the TOMP’s approach
which include static coverage, free space coverage, and graph
based coverage metrics. Those three coverage metrics vary
in the number of cellular messages and delayed messages.
However, the conclusion that can be drawn is that TOMP’s
approach can reduce the cellular traffic significantly without
evident relays.

Another challenge for opportunistic offloading is high
content delivery delays. High delays make opportunistic
offloading not suitable for some small but timely content.
Thilakarathna et al. [161], [162] proposed a hybrid content dis-
semination strategy in social mobile network scenarios. This
strategy utilizes available networking infrastructure to replicate
content on smart phones. Then this strategy leverages these
replicators to propagate the content to others via opportunistic
communication. The key challenge of this strategy is how to
trade off between the content delivery performance and over-
heads of resource usage due to replication. To well address this
issue, they make an attempt to ensure minimum content repli-
cation to reduce network infrastructure usage and devise an
algorithm. Their trace-driven simulations show that replicating

Fig. 14. The main idea of MADNET framework.

on just 10% of consumers significantly increases the con-
tent delivery to almost all consumers. However, their studies
indeed do not make full use of social information to augment-
ing offloading scheme just like what Barbera et al. [163] and
Rachuri et al. [164] have done. Further works are still needed
to evaluate these offloading schemes’ energy consumption for
UEs and compare them to traditional delivery methods.

2) Framework of MADNET: The main idea of the
MADNET framework is that it utilizes the cellular network to
transmit some important content that has no delay tolerance.
While it utilizes DTN techniques to transmit some content that
is not urgent and has appropriate delay tolerance, or some con-
tent that is greatly large and leads to a higher cost for users.
In particular, a cellular network is responsible for transmitting
the request for content, while WiFi is responsible for deliv-
ering the block of data to mobile devices with delay tolerant
techniques and opportunistic P2P offloading schemes.

As shown in Fig. 14, MADNET consists of cellular net-
works, WiFi networks, and P2P Pocket Switched Networks
(PSN). There are four kinds of members in this framework
including base station, mobile node 1, mobile node 2, and
WiFi APs in the list. Node 1 is going to request offloading
intention to the base station, and is moving on the route as
shown in the figure. Node 2 is the peer that is near Node 1
and can be utilized to achieve offloading by opportunistic peer-
to-peer offloading with Node 1. In a nutshell, Node 1 requests
to a base station, then it offloads its traffic by WiFi links,
either through WiFi AP in the list provided by a base station
or Node 2 by a P2P WiFi connection. Thus, MADNET indeed
adopts WiFi offloading and peer-to-peer opportunistic offload-
ing which is applied for outdoor and mobile environments.
In this framework, every node is able to not only upload and
download content but also request the base station in range
to help determine which AP or peer the content should be
offloaded to. This decision is based on the fact that the cel-
lular network can store the location of the neighbouring WiFi
APs since they are fixed while users usually take a similar
path. Therefore, it is easy to predict user’s mobility patterns
on the basis of the history of the stored data.
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Fig. 15. The function flow of MADNET framework. First, mobile node 1
requests the base station and provides its speed, direction, and position infor-
mation to the base station. Second, the base station predicts the route of node 1
and provides node 1 with the list of WiFi APs on the basis of the information
provided by node 1. Then, node 1 begins to connect to the WiFi AP in the
list with the highest priority and offloads its mobile data traffic through this
WiFi AP.

As discussed above, MADNET utilizes the cellular network
as the signaling channel for controlling deliveries but utilizes
WiFi network or peer-to-peer opportunistic offloading [159] as
data link for transmitting the main part of content. MADNET
selects several UEs as source nodes and then utilizes peer-to-
peer opportunistic offloading to push the contents from source
nodes to the rest of nodes via peer-to-peer connections. Then,
the source nodes are responsible for delivering the contents to
more users through short-range wireless connectivities such
as Bluetooth and WiFi, etc. This mechanism can identify the
social networks of the users then delivers specific contents to
particular social groups. Thus, a large fraction of data can be
offloaded from the cellular network based on the past history.

3) Procedure of MADNET: In the framework shown in
Fig. 15, first, requesting node 1 provides its own status infor-
mation that includes its position, speed and direction to the
base station. Second, the base station predicts the route of the
node and produces a list of APs that can serve the requesting
node 1 on the basis of information that was provided earlier.
Third, the list is sent back to node 1. Then node 1 will connect
to the serving AP in line with the list. Finally, the APs in the
list will deliver the content which should be transmitted by
the cellular network.

A new WiFi AP with a greater RSS than the predefined
threshold will be added into the list only when all APs are
out of the range of the mobile node, and its priority level will
increase once it is needed by one mobile node. In other words,
the AP with the higher priority level has higher frequency of
usage and is more requisite for users. In general, MADNET

Algorithm 1 Energy-Aware Offloading Decision
Algorithm [89]
Require: The power of data reception P3G for 3G and PW

for WiFi.
Require: The head and tail energy ET of 3G and Eoo for the

offloading related overhead.
1: Predict the throughput B3G for 3G network and estimate

the offloading capacity CW and throughput BW of a WiFi
AP.

2: Predict the prefetching capability F of this WiFi AP.
3: Calculate the WiFi offloading duration CW/BW and the

time to receive the same amount of data through 3G
network CW/B3G.

4: if F ≥ CW and the following inequality holds

ET + P3G · CW/B3G − PW · CW/BW > k · Eoo (2)

then
5: Offload mobile data traffic to this WiFi AP.
6: else
7: Repeat the above for other available APs.
8: end if

is an integration of WiFi and PSN combined with the cellu-
lar networks that are mature and have already been deployed
widely by operators. MADNET benefits both users and oper-
ators in terms of the fact that users’ cost of data delivery can
be reduced and the problem of increasing data demand from
users may be overcome. However, further integration of WiFi
and opportunistic networks with cellular networks may still be
a challenge in practice. More research is needed to be done
for the strategic deployment of APs to minimize the number
of APs without damaging users’ satisfaction.

4) Energy Efficiency of MADNET: Without considering the
energy efficiency, a WiFi offloading approach that tries to
offload as far as possible may lead to battery depletion. As
this question is considered, it is necessary for MADNET to
increase energy efficiency. In order to reduce the energy con-
sumption on mobile equipment, Ding et al. [89] proposed
an energy-aware offloading decision algorithm for MADNET.
This architecture aims to extend the battery life of a cellphone,
namely, the mobile devices can reduce energy consumed and
turn on the WiFi interface only when users request to offload.

As shown in Algorithm 1, the procedure of the energy
aware algorithm is presented. This algorithm allows users to
save energy, where P3G represents the power of data recep-
tion for 3G, while PW denotes the power of data reception
for WiFi. The k is a parameter to accommodate measure-
ment errors. In addition, the power state for 3G is unstable
during state transition when UE activates 3G interface at the
beginning or close to it at the end. ET denotes such head and
tail energy of 3G (energy consumed during state transition).
Furthermore, offloading may cause extra energy consumption
to get location information and to associate with the WiFi
APs that are predicted to be available. Eoo denotes such extra
energy consumption.
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Thus, first, the base station in the cellular network pre-
dicts the throughput B3G for 3G network, then estimates the
offloading capacity CW and throughput BW of a WiFi AP.
Second, the base station predicts the prefetching capability
F of this AP. Third, the base station decides whether the
offloading scheme should be initiated or not by computing the
inequality in the algorithm. This inequality can be explained
by that MADNET performs offloading only when receiving
of prefetched data from WiFi APs saves more energy than
the extra energy consumption Eoo as discussed above. Once
determined, the base station will let the WiFi AP with high
energy efficiency prefetch the content as far as possible. Then,
the base station will predict the position and speed of users
and send it back to the mobile device. Finally, the device will
download the prefetched data from the previous WiFi AP. In
conclusion, MADNET selects the most energy efficient APs
for UEs. The selected AP which is responsible for prefetching
data for UEs can well improve the utilization of WiFi channels
to reduce the energy consumption on UEs.

Note that the offloading decision is affected by the binary
opposition of the throughput of the WiFi and that of the cel-
lular network. The data traffic will be migrated to WiFi if
its throughput exceeds that of the cellular network. On the
contrary, offloading will not be adopted when the through-
put of the cellular network exceeds that of the WiFi network.
However, the binary opposition of the throughput of two net-
works may vary with different scenarios. Thus, the decision
needs to be confirmed by some measurement in these scenar-
ios if necessary. Moreover, real-time network conditions may
influence the performance of MADNET. In general, MADNET
predicts the throughput of cellular networks on the basis of
history and location information. Offloading may cause extra
energy consumption when a mobile device sends its location
information to the base station and communicates with APs.
Further research studies are needed to eliminate the energy
with the assistance of cellular networks by avoiding unneces-
sary connections on UEs with high mobility such as vehicular
devices.

VI. CONTINUITY IN VEHICULAR SCENARIOS

Offloading data from cellular networks to WLAN for UEs
indoor or some devices that are slowly moving has received
much research attention already. At the same time, mobile
data traffic from or to vehicle users is increasing dramatically.
This is due to the huge increase of vehicles that contribute
to vehicular communications using the cellular network. What
is more interesting is that with the proliferation of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITSs), it is more challenging to meet
the data explosion from vehicles and be able to offload a part
of data to different networks in an intelligent manner. On the
other hand, both evolving cellular and short-range wireless
modules will be part of future vehicles and will be added into
mobile devices. However, unlike offloading motionless users,
the different challenges come from two characteristics when
dealing with highly mobile vehicles. The first characteristic is
the high dynamics of vehicular communication environments,

Fig. 16. Overview of Drive-Thru network.

while the second is the fast fluctuating wireless channel, which
needs proper handoff schemes or better transport protocols.

A. WLAN for Vehicles

To solve the complex problem of intermittent feature of con-
nectivity for vehicles with high mobility, as shown in Fig. 16, a
Drive-thru Internet access was proposed [165]. There are two
main components that include Drive-thru proxy and Drive-
thru client in this framework. The main idea is to utilize
those two entities as the intermediary to set up connections
to relay and transport application sessions via peers in this
architecture. This is done instead of establishing direct com-
munications by clients and servers so that both of them can
be used without frequent modifications. Therefore, the connec-
tion is relatively stabilized and capable of avoiding frequent
changes with the environment. This is true since Drive-thru
proxy and Drive-thru client are in charge of maintaining the
persistent relationship initiated by vehicle clients on behalf of
applications or servers.

As shown in Fig. 17, the responsibility of Drive-thru Client
is to maintain persistent connections with its counter-part
Drive-thru Proxy. Both of them implement the Persistent
Connection Management Protocol (PCMP), which is a
transport layer session protocol employed in both compo-
nents [166]. The main function of the Drive-thru Client is
to re-establish TCP connections in order to resume commu-
nication sessions whenever an interruption of connectivity is
detected. To be specific, the Drive-thru Client acts as an appli-
cation layer gateway at the application layer. The approach
is to store requests of transmission from applications and
cache them from its counter-part Drive-thru Proxy for the next
connection during a disconnection period.

The responsibility of the Drive-thru Proxy as the counter-
part of Drive-thru Client is to split direct connections between
servers and applications. This can be achieved by conceal-
ing the characteristics of the network environment such as
temporary state of disconnections of clients from servers to
avoid unnecessary server’s reactions. The main function of
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TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES REGARDING WLAN FOR VEHICLES

Fig. 17. DriveThru Internet Architecture.

Drive-thru Proxy is to relay data (for both mobile applications
and servers) during connection periods. Then, it will buffer
data from servers for mobile applications during disconnec-
tion periods. Moreover, the Drive-thru Performance Enhancing
Proxy is an optional component to isolate the characteristics
of WLAN to reduce the TCP’s reactivity, and the character-
istics are observed from the vehicle clients. As the feature of
adjustment mechanism in TCP is considered, the Drive-thru
Performance Enhancing Proxy is devised to avoid frequently
changing states of the link layer.

However, similar to DTN, Drive-thru Internet access is not
suitable for interactive or real time applications such as VoIP
(Voice over Internet Protocol) and video streaming which are
delay-sensitive. Actually, there is no design for some critical
and urgent information to be transmitted in a proper way. In
general, Drive-thru Internet is suitable for V2I (Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure) communication but not for V2V (Vehicle-to-
Vehicle) communication. In addition, as a single-hop WLAN
system, Drive-thru Internet needs to improve the deployment
density of hot-spots to ensure the quality of service, which
leads to undesirable capital expenses.

There are still protocol issues attracting concerns for Drive-
thru Internet as shown in Table XIV. First, as for reducing
the connection establishment time, Quick WiFi was proposed
in [167] to speed up connections. The main idea is that all
related processes can be integrated into one process and the
timeouts of related processes should be reduced. Simulations
showed that the connection establishment can decrease to
400 ms. Second, to improve the transport protocol to deal with
intermittent connectivity and wireless losses, Cabernet trans-
port protocol (CTP) was also proposed in [167]. CTP utilizes

a network-independent identifier to allow migrations between
APs. It also sends probe packets periodically to distinguish
wireless losses from congestion losses. Evaluation shows that
CTP doubles the throughput of TCP. Third, in order to make
the MAC protocols suitable for Drive-thru Internet in a high
mobility scenario, an IEEE 802.11 DCF of large scale Drive-
thru Internet was discussed in [168]. Such MAC protocols
were built on the basis of IEEE 802.11 low mobility scenarios
versions. Several other research attempts in the literature focus
on the MAC rate selection and considerable level of goodput
of TCP [168], [169]. But it is still a challenge to optimize
the MAC rate selection scheme for Drive-thru Internet in the
future.

B. Offloading for Vehicles

As far as the Drive-thru Internet feature is concerned, non-
critical information can be offloaded via Drive-thru Internet.
However, there are several challenges such as handoff strate-
gies to reduce the time of establishing connections with WiFi
including the association, authentication, and configuration
time. Traditional hard handoff allows WiFi devices to han-
dover to another WiFi AP with the highest RSS only when
they are disconnected. This is due to the fact that devices
may lose the chance to connect to strong WiFi APs during
offloading with dissatisfied transmission performance. In gen-
eral terms, probing the availability of WiFi may be a solution.
However, the active scanning of WiFi availability while con-
nected [170] is not energy efficient but results in delays for
connection establishment.

In the Drive-thru Internet scenario, the handoff scheme has
several aspects need to be improved. As for the throughput
issue as shown in Table XV, a handoff in vehicular multi-tier
multi-hop mesh networks was proposed in [170]. The main
idea is that the data traffic is routed to APs with the back-
haul connection via other APs (without backhaul connection)
in a single or multi hop path. Evaluation showed that triple
throughput can be achieved by this handoff scheme compared
to the traditional handoff. Variational parameters of vehicular
scenarios may lead to frequent disconnection of WiFi access
and severely impact the performance of interactive applica-
tions. Thus, ViFi (V-band WiFi) was proposed in [171] as
an optimal handoff scheme to address this predicament. ViFi
utilizes the BSs in the vicinity of vehicles to relay packets in
order to decrease the frequency of disruptions. This is possible
since vehicles may suffer high bursty losses when using only
one BS. Evaluation showed that considerable improvement of
both TCP performance and VoIP services can be achieved
by ViFi.
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TABLE XV
RELATED CANDIDATES OF IMPROVING HANDOFF REGARDING VEHICULAR OFFLOADING

Another essential parameter of great concern is the time
of the handoff process. It is important to reduce this time,
especially when vehicles suffer frequent disconnections. This
can be realized by reducing the time of availability probing
and IP configuration via dynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCP) [172]. In order to reduce the time of IP configuration,
auto-configuration and cooperation between mobile clients and
APs are utilized to avoid IP address assignment via DHCP
when clients connect to APs.

In order to reduce the time of availability probing, the infor-
mation (such as network name, MAC address) about road
side units (RSU) is ought to be restored and cached for the
next quick connection establishment when vehicles are driv-
ing on familiar routes. This is realized by the prediction of the
WiFi connectivity and the mobility of vehicles. The historical
information of vehicles that can be collected to predict the
connectivity and mobility of vehicles includes GPS track, RF
fingerprint, link and network address of APs. After the collec-
tion process, estimate of connectivity of APs can be derived.
Both, vehicles’ mobility and APs’ connectivity, are used as
inputs to compute the locations where vehicles should hand-
off and which AP they should connect to during periods of
inactivity. This was named Scripted Handoff in [173].

On the other hand, transferring strategies for vehicular
offloading need to be resolved because of lossy link perfor-
mance and frequent disconnections. Prefetch is a promising
approach to improve download performance (throughput per
hour, the number of disconnections per hour). The APs coop-
erate with vehicles so as to determine the part of content
that vehicles are going to download. Then, APs prefetch the
part of content from servers to prepare a distributed cache for
vehicles. A technique was proposed in [174] that utilized cel-
lular networks to transmit the prefetch request to the prefetch
units embedded in relevant APs, which are responsible for
prefething data from the Internet. Vehicles then receive the
prefetched data directly from APs instead of downloading the
prefetched data from a server when vehicles are connected to
the relevant APs. So the key is to determine the set of relevant
APs where vehicles should be connected.

To address the handoff and prefetch issues, a predictive
method based on historical information on familiar routes was
proposed in [173], including predictions of WiFi connectivity
and vehicles’ mobility. Based on such predictions, a special-
ized transport protocol for prefetching was designed without
being sensitive to packet loss. This protocol is however sensi-
tive to the accuracy of predictions of mobility and connectivity
that are based on several assumptions. The mobility predic-
tion is based on the assumption that people’s driving habits
are highly predicable. The connectivity prediction is based

on the assumption that the connectivity information including
physical layer information, link layer information, and network
layer information are stable for a long time. Evaluation showed
that the accuracy of mobility estimate is bad for signaled high-
way while excellent for expressway and village roads. More
analysis showed that information such as RF fingerprint and
SNR remains moderately stable over several weeks, which is
useful for prediction. For all of that, more accurate predic-
tion mechanisms need to be designed to optimize offloading
performance.

C. Opportunistic Offloading via Multi-Hop Networks

It is important to better utilize the advantages of both
cellular and WiFi access networks and assure both criti-
cal and non-critical information be transmitted in a proper
method. A good approach is that a cellular network is
responsible for maintaining always-on connectivity to trans-
mit critical, delay-sensitive, and real-time information for
vehicles, while WLAN is responsible for offloading non-
critical, delay-non-sensitive, and non-real-time information.
Therefore, a mechanism that implements enhanced cooper-
ation and integration of cellular networks for vehicles is
necessary.

However, the challenge is to determine a proper WLAN
system for vehicles to offload traffic. Unlike the single-hop
network access of Drive-thru Internet, a promising WLAN
for vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is the multi-hop
wireless network with a short range [175]. Composed by vehi-
cles in a certain range and infrastructure deployed along a
road, VANET supports both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
infrastructure communications. Therefore, mobile data traffic
can be offloaded to WLAN through both direct links to RSUs
and Multi-hop links of VANETs.

Although multi-hop wireless networks provide a solution
of offloading for vehicles, there are still several challenges
to be solved. In most cases, only a part of traffic of vehi-
cles can be offloaded to WLAN, instead of the total traffic.
This is due to the fact that the connectivity is precarious and
dynamic as the intermittent feature of WLAN for vehicles. So
the challenge is how to decide which part of the traffic should
be offloaded to the WLAN. On the other hand, in order to
alleviate the affect of handover on user experience, a handoff
mechanism for vehicles should be able to migrate the traffic
seamlessly. A promising approach is IP flow mobility which
aims to migrate IP flows selectively between interfaces via
multi-hop VANETs. IP flow mobility sends addressed packets
via different routes to the same destination. This multi-path
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scenario has been standardized by the IETF, as discussed in
Section V-C.

However, upon surveying the literature, we have concluded
that not much has been done on IP mobility flow, seamless
handover or multi-hop WLANs connectivity to offload traffic
opportunistically. In order to better utilize multi-hop feature of
VANETs, a Seamless Internet 3G and Opportunistic WLAN
Vehicular Internet Connectivity (SILVIO) was proposed [176].
SILVIO utilizes a tree-based routing protocol [177] as the
routing protocol in VANET to solve the IP address config-
uration and routing issues. Based on the prediction when the
interface connected will disappear or emerge, the Media inde-
pendent handover (MIH) (IEEE 802.21) [178] was adopted
in a SILVIO in order to optimize the handover schemes
and minimize the loss of packets. It assists operators to
choose their own policy by adding media independent han-
dover function. It is also capable of providing seamless
experience while moving across different ranges of wireless
interfaces.

There are four handoff schemes based on how eager the
vehicles are offloaded to VANET. The first one is SILVIO
direct, which utilizes VANET to offload when vehicles are
able to connect to RSU directly as a single-hop path. The
second one is SILVIO conservative, which utilizes VANET to
offload only when the number of hops on the path to RSU is
less than a threshold so as to limit overmuch relays and delays.
Vehicles will back off to the cellular network if the connection
is interrupted but will not connect to the RSU once again in
the same area in order to avoid the ping-pong effects even if
a new WLAN interface is detected. The third one is SILVIO
persistent, which is different from the second for that vehicles
will choose to connect to the RSU more than one time while
less than a proper number of times. The third one is only
suitable for the case where vehicles are moving closer to a
RSU. The fourth kind is SILVIO sticky, which is different
from the third scheme for that vehicles will still connect to
a RSU to offload data even when vehicles are moving away
from the RSU.

Simulations in [176] showed that on average, the SILVIO
sticky solution performs better than that of the SILVIO persis-
tent. This is due to the fact that since vehicles can still utilize
the RSU to offload traffic even when they are getting away
from the connected RSU. However, in this solution, pairing
RSUs of opposite directions for coming/leaving vehicles or
vehicles should be deployed along the road to avoid unfair-
ness. The unfairness may occur when vehicles from opposite
directions may utilize the same RSU simultaneously. This
unfairness can lead to economic challenges to operators. Thus,
the SILVIO persistent is the best choice as far as economic
restrictions and deployment feasibility are concerned. All in
all, evaluation showed that the connection time (when vehicles
connect to a VANET via multihop paths) can be improved by
80% if SILVIO is utilized.

As far as features and environments of vehicular offloading
are concerned, SILVIO is a promising solution since it is based
on existing standards. Both vehicles and operators benefit from
opportunistic offloading via multi-hops of VANET. That is
true since vehicles can enjoy a wide bandwidth at a low cost

TABLE XVI
SUMMARY OF SILVIO [176]

while they can still enjoy the always-on cellular connections to
exchange critical information and get Internet service timely.
In addition, although higher offloading efficiency than pre-
vious efforts in a metropolitan area can be achieved by a
deployment algorithm based on density of users’ request fre-
quency in [179], more parameters and practical factors need
to be considered to achieve an optimized offloading ratio.
Therefore, multi-hop communication and opportunistic peer-
to-peer schemes need further studies to improve the vehicular
offloading effectiveness. For instance, further improvements
may be achieved by optimizing deployment of APs in an
advanced approach. Finally, a summary of related challenges
is shown in Table XVI.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND CHALLENGES

A. Comprehensive Classification

In this section, as shown in Table XVII, we provide a com-
prehensive guidance in the field of WiFi offloading schemes.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to classify
state-of-the-art of WiFi offloading schemes by combing the
incentive techniques for WiFi offloading. To help researchers
quickly find a specific study incentive in their forthcoming
research in this area, we first classify state-of-the-art WiFi
offloading into five categories in the horizontal direction of
Table XVII, taking into account their different incentives.
These five categories consist of capacity, cost, energy, rate,
and continuity. We have discussed these incentives one by one
in previous sections.

Furthermore, for the convenience of figuring out which main
technique is adopted in various works for readers, we further
classify the state-of-the-art into five categories in the vertical
direction in this table, considering whether WiFi offloading
schemes adopt these five key techniques.

1) Five Key Techniques: We respectively summarize the
characteristics and challenges of the five techniques as follows.

a) Non Delay/Delay-Tolerant: If a WiFi offloading scheme
does not distinguish delay tolerant data from the data
traffic being offloaded, it is regarded as non-delayed
offloading. In fact, it is a smart approach to utilize
the characteristic of delay-tolerant data services such as
multimedia downloading, which is regarded as delayed
offloading. The challenge is to investigate how a good
performance of tradeoff between delay, throughput, cost,
energy, and rate can be achieved, in terms of various
scenarios or requirements from users and practical envi-
ronments. To the best of our knowledge, most attempts
are made to consider the tradeoff between just two
factors (delay and throughput). For various incentives,
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TABLE XVII
A NEW WIFI OFFLOADING CLASSIFICATION

there is room for utilizing delayed offloading to augment
current WiFi offloading schemes.

b) Non Cellular/Cellular-Assisted: If a WiFi offloading
scheme just focuses on enhancing the network selec-
tion scheme on the UE side to switch interfaces during
offloading, it is regarded as a non cellular offload-
ing. In fact, from a comprehensive perspective in the
total network, cellular network can help transmit con-
trolling signals of WiFi offloading schemes. Moreover,
BSs in a cellular network are responsible for con-
trolling the offloading procedure. This is regarded as
cellular-assisted WiFi offloading. To realize a smart
offloading or an automatic offloading, a cellular net-
work usually has to collect information from WiFi APs
and UEs simultaneously. The challenge is to devise
a mechanism to achieve the best performance with
the smallest information. Most mechanisms focus on
utilizing as much information from UEs as possible,
ignoring extra congestion and privacy issues. Further
work is needed to investigate more intelligent predic-
tion mechanisms to help cellular BSs perform WiFi
offloading.

c) Infrastructure WiFi/D2D-Based: If a WiFi offloading
scheme just utilize infrastructure-terminal WiFi links to
offload data traffic, it is regarded as Infrastructure WiFi
offloading. A con is that these schemes are very depen-
dent on high density of deployment of available WiFi
APs. However, an increasing number of works utilize ad

hoc network to augmenting infrastructure WiFi offload-
ing. Note that some close-by mobile nodes may have
the same demand for data services, it is very interest-
ing to utilize D2D links to share these contents that
one mobile node has cached. The challenge is to inves-
tigate how UE probe cached contents in vicinity that
user demand and then perform transmission via multi-
hop links. It is more interesting that a UE request
the mobile node in vicinity which can access available
WiFi APs to download contents, even it has not cached
before.

d) Non Prediction/Prediction-Based: To make a good deci-
sion for WiFi offloading, some offloading schemes
usually utilize historical information or capture some
instantaneous information about WiFi APs, cellular net-
works, and UEs to perform a decision function in their
algorithms. This scheme is regarded as a non-prediction
offloading scheme. Actually, for a smarter offloading
scheme, it may utilize some essential information to
predict UEs’ route and potential throughput. Then it per-
forms an allocation mechanism to intelligently allocate
resources to them, in terms of bandwidth or APs. The
resource may refer to the best APs on their route, or
bandwidth they need. This kind of scheme is regarded
as prediction-based offloading. A main challenge is to
find an appropriate mobility model in simulation for dif-
ferent schemes. Further work is needed to enhance their
approximation.
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e) Non Prefetch/Prefetch-Based: Most offloading schemes
perform offloading procedure only when users request
some data services. It is regarded as non-prefetch
offloading. While it is interesting to utilize prefetch
mechanism to augmenting offloading schemes. In addi-
tion to prefetch mechanism in MADNET, a fraction
of state-of-the-art investigates this mechanism on UEs.
UE may prefetch some data on its cache region when
it accesses an available WiFi networks before user
request this content. This scheme is regarded as prefetch-
based offloading. However, it is still not clear how to
avoid unnecessary prefetch and precisely predict users’
potential data demand.

2) Future Directions of Five Techniques: We respec-
tively provide the future directions of five techniques as
follows.

a) Non Delay/Delay-Tolerant: Neither of them can solely
show good performance. Future offloading is a devel-
oped integration of delay and non-delay offloading. The
open issue is to find the optimal delay bound [55].
Most current studies make attempts to consider trade-
off between just two factors (delay and throughput).
Thus, a key future direction is to focus on more infor-
mation including content type [42], users’ mobility,
users’ behavior [39], [50], prediction of connectivity,
and deployment of WiFi APs [41], [179]. Another direc-
tion is to implement the integration of non/non-delay
offloading on current smart phones by utilizing a cloud
cooperated heterogeneous networks [54] to control the
offloading procedure with the help of cellular networks.
Particularly, other than determining the specific content,
deriving the specific portion of traffic delayed on UEs
is also a future direction.

b) Non Cellular/Cellular-assisted: Current studies focus on
utilizing cellular networks to transmit controlling mes-
sages, executing computation on BSs after collecting
users’ information [64], and providing cellular networks’
information for UEs [77]. In the future, cellular networks
are responsible for controlling the offloading procedures
on BSs and UEs with a systemic controlling, instead
of automatic controlling on one side and manual con-
trolling on the other side. Particularly, the allocation
mechanism of UEs/traffic should guarantee seamless
experience. An open issue of this cellular-controlled
network is to devise a mechanism to achieve the best
performance with the smallest/incomplete information
by considering users’ privacy issues. Overall, the key
future direction is to construct a congestion-aware and
cross-system learning framework for femtocell/SCBS
to avoid extra messages, or to investigate more intel-
ligent prediction mechanisms based on instantaneous
dynamics.

c) Infrastructure WiFi/D2D-Based: Since the quality of
D2D connections is not guaranteed with high UE
densities, it is essential to study the D2D-aware
radio resource allocation and management mecha-
nism in the future. For example, UE/Node with high
transmit power can be provided a high priority for

selection. Furthermore, for augmenting the quality of
D2D connections, some methods including interference
coordination/cancellation, advanced network-controlled
management, efficient spectrum sharing, and device-
grouping-based D2D-aided point-to-multipoint (multi-
casting) transmission schemes [180], [181] can be used.
In the future, network bandwidths may be substan-
tially underutilized for ultra-dense network scenarios.
What is worse, dynamic systems have not been well
studied as broadly as real dynamics. It is essential to
focus on advanced real-time mechanisms considering
user’s variability, traffic, and dynamic systems [182].
Meanwhile, the complexity problem has to be well
taken into account. In fact, it is not easy to trade
off between complexity and dynamic systems. On
the contrary, utilizing incomplete information based
on different realistic scenarios is another interesting
direction.

d) Non Prediction/Prediction-Based: For instantaneous
functions (non-prediction) and prediction-based
approaches, the future direction is the tradeoff between
the computation complexity and real-time operations
of offloading process for small cells. In the future,
prediction-based offloading may require relatively less
instantaneous inputs than non-prediction with the help
of machine learning techniques. For prediction-based
offloading, a future direction is to improve the accuracy
of prediction for APs locations, connectivity and
mobility of UEs [64], offloading potential (throughput),
and delay tolerance. To better mathematically study a
baseline integrated LTE-WiFi system, it is necessary to
develop underlying computations for individual WiFi
and LTE features [103]. Particularly, for context-aware
offloading [77], a key direction for the prediction of
WiFi connectivity is to extend the Markov models to a
mixed model for user arrivals (e.g., integrate Poisson
point process with clustered processes of user arrivals).

e) Non Prefetch/Prefetch-Based: On the whole, current
studies regarding offloading pay few attention to prefetch
techniques. In fact, there are some open issues includ-
ing determining the popular content for offloading and
deriving the best part of content for multi-hops/multi-
path offloading within proxies and UEs. A direction
for operators is to integrate prefetch and association
mechanism with current cost-aware framework such as
Win-coupon [64]. For example, if the requested delay-
tolerant content is more “popular”, related UEs should
have a higher priority in the auction. An interesting
direction might be to explore geographic information
to help determine the “popular” content (e.g., based on
data mining technology). Also, another interesting direc-
tion might be to explore advanced caching strategies
to determine the best part of data (e.g., caching strate-
gies based on information-centric networks and ad hoc
networks).

In a nutshell, these classifications considering five incentives
and five techniques provide a good guidance for researchers
in the future.
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TABLE XVIII
OPEN ISSUES SUMMARY

B. Open Issues and Future Research Directions

For the convenience of finding related open issues
quickly, we have summarized and listed open issues
(as discussed before) with different incentives (capacity, cost,
energy, rate, and continuity) in Table XVIII.

Moreover, in addition to challenges we introduced above,
we also list future research directions for WiFi offloading
in Table XIX. For example, most of the studies focused on
downlinks for WiFi offloading, few researchers [91], [94], [97]
devote their works to investigating augmenting WiFi offload-
ing within uplink scenarios. Considering that mobile content
creation and uploading make uplink offloading a rising issue,
it is still essential to design an intelligent offloading scheme
by differentiating downlink and uplink. A recent study [91]
shows that there is room for improvement in the uplink access
scheme in terms of energy efficiency.

In addition, to reduce completion time of data transmission,
it is significant to reduce the time when UE access WiFi APs.
It is very interesting to simplify the certification or authenti-
cation procedure for WiFi offloading schemes. In fact, Google
recently brought out a mobile carrier service called Project Fi
that would compete with AT&T (T) and Verizon (VZ). Project
Fi uses spectrum from T-Mobile and Sprint to create an afford-
able plan for UEs. It utilizes a network quality database to help
UEs select high quality networks. It allows specific Android
devices (e.g., Nexus6) [183] to automatically switch between
cellular and WiFi networks. Project Fi supports seamlessly
transition from one interface to the other. The trouble is that
some other UEs have to update with the specialized SIM-level
technology to support Project Fi [184].

TABLE XIX
FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

On the other hand, in 2012, the WiFi-certified passpoint
program had been promoted by WiFi Alliance, as an exten-
sion of the WiFi technology. Aruba Networks [185] also
presented their WiFi certified passpoint architecture for pub-
lic access in their white paper. Such extended WiFi can
well enable seamless offloading for UEs. However, few
works made some attempts to utilize it to augment WiFi
offloading schemes. With an incentive of improving offload-
ing performance in terms of capacity and energy saving,
Hoteit et al. [186] compared Passpoint-based offloading
with Passpoint-agnostic offloading. Their evaluations using
real mobile data in Paris demonstrate that 15% capac-
ity gain and 13% energy saving have been achieved with
Passpoint-based offloading. Nevertheless, there is a large space
for augmenting WiFi offloading schemes utilizing Passpoint
techniques.

There are still other emerging issues related to WiFi offload-
ing in current 5G/WiFi studies. As for capacity gains, recent
studies [187] show that capacity for random pointing angles
of directional antennas in the single best directions can be
improved up to 20 times compared to today’s fourth-generation
Long Term Evolution networks. Meanwhile, this capacity
improvement can be done with little increase in interference
and required number of 5G base stations. However, further
studies are essential to utilize beam combining techniques
to help determine the best directions (strongest transmit and
receive power) for directional antennas.

As for uncontrollable status for WiFi/cellular networks,
it is essential to recover controllability and optimize traf-
fic control mechanism. One interesting issue is to design a
programmable traffic control scheme to direct traffic to the
appropriate network by integrating SDN techniques. As for
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service continuity, LTE-Unlicensed (LTEU) is a promising
way. LTEU extends LTE to unlicensed spectrum by a uni-
fied radio technology. LTEU can well provide seamless user
experience. Further studies are essential to address interference
modeling issues for LTE/WiFi coexistence over unlicensed
bands. In addition, an incorporated consideration of intercell
interference between macrocells and LTEU small cells are also
essential [188].

In addition, further investigations related to dynamic use of
the unlicensed band integrating cognitive radio network are
also needed. The main idea of dynamic use of spectrum is
sharing it in a way that allows spectrum bands unoccupied by
primary UEs to be exploited opportunistically by secondary
UEs. The basic rule is that primary UEs have the priority
to use the spectrum while the secondary UEs can be pre-
empted by primary users. Most of previous studies focus on
the dynamic spectrum occupation process [189], [190], coop-
erative spectrum sensing scheme [191], spectrum and power
allocation [192], [193]. Fox example, since improving the
unlicensed spectrum utility from secondary UEs without inter-
fering the licensed spectrum is a key issue, Hu and Zhu [189]
investigated an underlay cognitive radio system to enhance
access opportunities of the secondary users. More realistic
and validated models for channel idleness as the founda-
tion of credible cross-layer analysis are increasingly needed,
Ghosh et al. [190] used two sets of real-time measurements
to model channel idleness and build a predictive model by
computing the availability probability of channels. Since spec-
trum sensing is of great importance for the secondary user to
capture the under-utilized frequency bands, Nabil et al. [191]
presented a channel assignment scheme for cooperative spec-
trum sensing. Simulations show that their scheme can well
reach acceptable sensing probabfilty of error in terms of
reduced sensing delay when compared to non-assignment.
Lacatus et al. [192] presented a bit spectrum pattern-based
wireless unlicensed system that successfully coexists with
the licensed systems in the same spectrum range. Unlicensed
system capacity for the optimal spectrum and power alloca-
tions can be considerably maximized in their work. However,
white space spectrum in cellular offloading has not been fully
investigated. Cui et al. [194] performed extensive spectral
measurements of unlicensed bands to improve network load
and proposed an algorithm to estimate the power consump-
tion for the use of unlicensed bands in cellular offloading.
Measurement-driven numerical simulation shows that net-
works with white space bands reduce the power consump-
tion by up to 513% in sparse rural areas over WiFi-only
solutions. Considering that FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) allows unlicensed use of underutilized white
space, a spectrum access system (SAS) is needed to imple-
ment an innovative spectrum management system. This sys-
tem still requires more researches over a new end-to-end
architecture, component protocols and novel radio systems.
Although Kim et al. [195] presented their candidate archi-
tecture and its end-to-end implementation, further steps in
this direction of new end-to-end architecture, component pro-
tocols and novel radio systems will be still needed in the
future.

TABLE XX
EMERGING IDEAS AND STANDARDS FROM

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

C. Emerging Ideas From Organizations

Finally, to help researchers cover more emerging ideas of
WiFi evolution, 5G, and related standards, we also summarize
and list these emerging ideas in Table XX. In general, 3GPP
standards evaluate from legacy centralized access structures
towards heterogeneous access networks. Meanwhile, spectrum
resource allocation needs to be enhanced to improve spectral
utilization and efficiency. Thus, current Point-to-Multipoint
(P2MP) and Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) need to be evalu-
ated into true Multipoint-to-Multipoint (MP2MP). In addition,
it is promising for current OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing)-based LTE system to be evaluated into
FBMC-based system. Filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) wave-
form design is a promising candidate for 5G physical layer
and is being currently investigated by many other organiza-
tions [196]–[199]. FBMC is also an orthogonal multicarrier
transmission scheme. Similar to 3GPP, it is essential for IEEE
standards to investigate waveform design such as FBMC to
address spectral localization issues. Especially, advanced mul-
ticarrier waveforms with low PAPR (peak-to-average power
ratio) are crucial in terms of energy efficiency. Moreover, it is
also important to extend the bandwidth beyond 6 GHz to con-
sider higher bandwidth per wireless link and lower interference
range. In addition, recent studies [200] show that it is crucial to
let density of mmWave small cells match the predicted growth
rate of wireless traffic with mmWave small cells. This predic-
tion is based on modeling statistical behavior of user traffic
services.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Future data explosion is expected to incur congestion in
heterogeneous networks especially cellular networks. It is par-
ticularly important to deploy WiFi offloading schemes to shift
some data traffic from cellular networks to WiFi. However,
there are still some challenges that need to be addressed to
augment WiFi offloading schemes with various incentives. An
increasing number of research attempts focus on enhancing
network selection schemes, optimizing cooperative mecha-
nisms, determining the best fraction data being offloaded, allo-
cating optimum APs to UEs, and so on. For the convenience
of helping researchers find this particular research interesting
and study it further, we classify the state-of-the-art in this field
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into five categories, considering different research topics that
can be addressed under this category. We call this metric in our
classification as incentive. These categories consist of capac-
ity, cost, energy, rate, and continuity. In fact, capacity is the
most basic incentive of WiFi offloading. That is also why WiFi
offloading is needed in terms of the industry and academia.
From operators’ or users’ perspective, we also investigate more
offloading schemes according to the incentives of cost, energy
and rate, respectively. Moreover, we identify a very important
incentive referred to as continuity and extend common mobile
scenarios to vehicular scenarios. We discuss these different
offloading schemes, presenting their challenges, advantages,
limitations, and further directions. Above all, we provide a
guide for researchers by classifying state-of-the-art into further
vertical five categories. A detailed discussion of open issues
(Table XVIII), further related research directions (Table XIX)
for augmenting WiFi offloading schemes, and emerging ideas
and standards from organizations (Table XX) are also pro-
vided. This guidance can well help researchers to quickly find
an interesting approach to achieve better performance for WiFi
offloading.
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